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AT DEADLINE The Outlook for Commercial Real
Estate: The Rocky Road to Recovery
By David Shulman
Senior Economist, UCLA Anderson Forecast
When I started writing this section in early May, my tentative title
was “Party Like it’s 2006.” Despite all of the well publicized prob-
lems facing the commercial real estate industry, asset prices for both
buildings (up 20%) and publicly traded real estate investment trusts
(nearly triple) were recovering rapidly, bidding wars for individual
properties were breaking out and credit spreads for commercial mort-
gages were in steep decline. Indeed the improved environment was
reflected in the rising optimism of Southern California office devel-
opers.
Simply put, the Fed’s zero rate policy was working its wonders
and investors were willing to look past the current problems of high




The Palm Springs Chamber
of Commerce announces the
resignation of CEO John
Pivinski effective immediately.
Pivinski has served as the cham-
ber’s chief executive officer
since August, 2006.
Robert H. (“Bob”) Elsner
will serve as the chamber’s
interim CEO until a permanent
candidate has been selected by
the board of directors.
E l s n e r
previously
served as
i n t e r i m
CEO for
the Palm
S p r i n g s
C h a m b e r
of Comm-
erce in 2006. He has also served
as president of the Rotary Club
of Palm Springs (2007-08) and
is the current CEO Emeritus of
the California Medical
Association from which he
retired after a career of more








(“Parkview”) has refinanced, in
its entirety, a total $27 million
revolving credit line and term
loan owed to Prime Healthcare
Services, ensuring that the facil-
ity will remain Riverside’s only
non-profit hospital.
“We are very grateful that
these lenders understand how
vital it is for Parkview to stay
true to its mission of providing
high-quality healthcare to all of
our community members.”
Private institutional lenders,
health insurance plans and med-
ical staff members supported
Parkview financially to pay off
the loan. The willingness of all
parties to help the hospital
reflects how important
Parkview is to the community,
officials said.
“This is an unprecedented
continued on page 20
pg. 21
KAUAI
Vacant Albertsons May Become an
Art Garden in San Antonio Heights
Don Wakefield, a local
artist, has a plan to create
an artistic mecca inside
the former Albertsons
building at the top of
Euclid Avenue in San
Antonio Heights.
The 45,000-square-
foot building has been
vacant since 2007, and
there have been many break-ins and vandalism.  
Wakefield would like to purchase the building and create an
artist’s environment for artists in the community.  The plan would
include art exhibits, music, festivals, classes and food and wine
menus as well as a rooftop garden.  continued on page 26
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November’s 10 Propositions
The Nov. 2nd’s general
election ballot will contain 10
propositions, and we will look
at a few each month through
October.
• One of the most signifi-
cant issue is Proposition 23,
which if passed, would delay
implementation of the far-
reaching Global Warming
Solutions Act of 2006, also
known as Assembly Bill 32.
We agree with AB32’s critics
that it would be a devastating
blow to an already staggering
California economy, in effect,
imposing energy taxes on near-
ly every aspect of commerce
and handing over control of
private businesses to arbitrary
government bureaucracies.  If
this measure passes, imple-
mentation of AB32 would be
delayed until the state’s current
12.4 percent unemployment
rate is reduced to 5.5 percent
for four consecutive quarters.
• Another important bal-
lot measure is Prop. 18, which
would authorize sale of $11
billion in water bonds—to be
backed by taxpayers—ostensi-
bly to fix the state’s inadequate
water distribution system.  In
fact, Prop. 18 is stuffed with
parochial payoffs that garnered
broad support in the
Legislature, which placed it on
the ballot.  But even Prop. 18
backers now want to postpone
voter consideration until the
2012 election.  A two-thirds
vote of the Legislature is need-
ed to delay the matter.  Backers
know voter sentiment for even
greater taxpayer burdens will
be a hard sell in November.
• Prop. 19 would legalize
marijuana and allow it to be
regulated and taxed.  People at
least 21 years old would be
permitted to possess, cultivate
or transport marijuana for per-
sonal use.  Local governments
would be allowed to regulate
and tax commercial production
on possessing marijuana on
school grounds, using it in pub-
lic, smoking it while minors
are present or providing it to
anyone under 21 and driving
while impaired.
• Prop. 20 would change
congressional redistricting by
transferring authority to the
recently authorized 14-member
redistricting commission.
• Prop. 21 would estab-
lish an $18 annual surcharge on
vehicle license fees to fund
state parks and wildlife pro-
grams, and grant those vehicles
free admission to all state
parks.  The money would be
used exclusively to operate,
maintain and repair state parks,
and protect wildlife and natural
resources.
• Prop. 22 would prohibit
the state from “shifting, taking
borrowing or restricting the use
of tax revenue dedicated by
law to fund local government
services, community redevel-
opment projects, or transporta-
tion projects and services”
even in a “severe state fiscal
hardship.”
continued on page 26
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Hotel Owes City Thousands of Dollars
By Jessica Cejnar, Desert Dispatch, Barstow
The manager of a
local hotel seeks a waiver
from the city for back taxes,
saying she wasn’t aware
active military personnel
weren’t exempt. 
Cheryl Angel, general man-
ager of Country Inn & Suites in
Barstow, says she can’t pay
overdue transient occupancy
taxes because she didn’t extend
the tax to members of the mili-
tary, which accounts for the bulk
of her customer base. Angel












A n g e l
w a s n ’ t
given a copy of the Barstow
municipal code stating who is
exempt and who isn’t exempt
from the transient occupancy tax
when she got her business
license, she said. At the May 17
City Council meeting, Angel
asked that the hotel’s tax prob-
lem be added to a future meeting
agenda. She couldn’t reveal the
amount the hotel owes the city,
she said. 
“When I applied for my
business license, I was not given
that information,” she said. “I
didn't collect (the tax). I don’t
have it. I can’t pay it.”
Barstow’s municipal code
states that the only people
exempt from paying a transient
occupancy tax are non-profit
charities providing emergency
housing for natural disaster vic-
tims. In November 2008, City
Manager Richard Rowe and
City Attorney Yvette Abich
Garcia sent a notice to local
hotel operators with the criteria
for transient occupancy tax
exemptions. Members of the
military were not included. 
Angel, who spoke before the
City Council, was told to con-
tact the city manager. Rowe
asked the city attorney to pro-
vide a response regarding the
tax waiver. But he hasn't heard
from Angel, he said. 
Barstow’s transient occu-
pancy tax is 12.5 percent of
hotel room’s rate. The amount of
revenue brought in from the tax
during the 2009-2010 fiscal year
is more than $2.6 million, Rowe
said. The city’s general fund is
$17 million. 
Angel’s




t h r e e
months of






Marcia Bond, general man-
ager of Hampton Inn & Suites,
remembers when the city sent its
letter to hotels informing them
of the criteria for transient occu-
pancy tax exemption. That crite-
ria varies by city, she said. 
“It’s whatever the ordinance
says it is,” she said. “We have a
hotel in Ontario where if you
have a federal government cred-
it card and you’re paying by fed-
eral government credit card,
you’re tax exempt.” 
At the meeting, Angel was
able to work out a payment plan
with the city for paying her back
taxes, but she still says she can’t
pay it. 
In addition to the overdue
taxes, the owners of Country Inn
& Suites have been trying since
last year to reach a settlement
with a number of subcontrac-
tors, who seek payment for
work done during the hotel’s
construction. The owners are
trying to reach a settlement with
the subcontractors, Angel said,
but it is really the general con-
tractor who owes them and
Cal Poly Pomona Wine Wins
Second Gold Medal
Cal Poly Pomona’s Horsehill Vineyards 2009 Rosé won a gold
medal for the second year in a row at the 71st annual Los Angeles
International Wine & Spirits Competition.
The wine is available at the university’s Farm Store at Kellogg












nity for the public
to taste the win-
ners of the Los Angeles International Wine & Spirits Competition.
Horsehill Vineyards is a partnership project between The Collins
College of Hospitality Management and the College of Agriculture.
The Zinfandel rosé wine is made by master winemaker Jon
McPherson of South Coast Winery in Temecula from grapes grown
on Cal Poly Pomona’s campus. In addition to this wine, South Coast
Winery earned five best-of-class awards, two gold medals and
numerous silver and bronze medals at the competition.
Horsehill Vineyards’ wines feature grapes grown from prize-win-
ning Zinfandel cuttings from the historic De Ambrogio Ranch in
Rancho Cucamonga. Before the ranch was razed for development in
2001, third-generation vintner Don Galleano combed the fields and
selected 400 grapevine cuttings, some of them nearly 100 years old.
Galleano donated the cuttings to the university.
Proceeds from the wine support a culinary garden, located near
the student-managed and operated restaurant at Kellogg Ranch. Fresh
vegetables and herbs from the garden are incorporated into the dish-
es at the restaurant. The sustainable garden creates a valuable farm-
to-table lesson for both hospitality management and agriculture stu-
dents.
For more information about Horsehill Vineyards, visit
http://www.csupomona.edu/~horsehill or contact Lisa McPheron at
(909) 869-3151.
and could create staffing shortages
that temporarily halt operations by
requiring every employer to provide
every employee with up to 3 days of unpaid bereavement leave per
year. Senate Labor and Industrial Relations Committee hearing held
on June 23.
OPPOSE SB 1304 (DeSaulnier; D-Concord) Expansion of Leave
Requirements - Potentially makes the management of overlapping
leave requests unfeasible or unfair and creates staffing shortages that
temporarily halt operations by requiring employers to provide paid
leave of up to 30 days for organ donations and 5 days for bone mar-
row donations. Assembly Labor and Employment Committee hearing
held on June 23.
CalChamber...
continued from pg. 26
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SAN MANUEL ENTERS DEAL
WITH VERIZON WIRELESS
AMPHITHEATER
San Manuel Indian Bingo & Casino has signed a two-season con-
cert agreement with the Live Nation concert venue, Verizon Wireless
Amphitheater. The relationship began in May 2010 and will continue
to December 2011.
“We are very glad to have San Manuel Indian Bingo & Casino as
a partner and look forward to working with them,” said Rick Mueller,
president of Live Nation/So-Cal. “Given their strong live entertain-
ment roots and close ties to the community, we think this is a great fit
for the amphitheater.”
This newest partnership is in addition to the casino’s already suc-
cessful deal with Live Nation’s San Manuel Amphitheater, formerly
Glen Helen Pavilion, and the multi-year agreement with House of
Blues Sunset and Anaheim sites as the exclusive presenting casino
sponsor at each of the two venues.  
“We are pleased to continue building our relationship with Live
Nation,” said Steve Lengel, executive director of operations for San
Manuel Indian Bingo & Casino. “Only 60 miles from San Manuel,
this summer’s upcoming concert series at the Verizon Wireless
Amphitheater is an exciting way to start a new partnership.”
As the exclusive casino sponsor of the Verizon Wireless
Amphitheater concerts, San Manuel will have the following elements
visible:
• Signage and banners around the venue, including front
entrance  marquee, main stage signage, concession circle and plaza,
backstage/orchestra entrance, and merchandise booth
• ConcertVision featuring San Manuel Indian Bingo & Casino
commercials
• Mobile marketing opportunities with venue platform
The Glendon Hotel has become a center for loss in the last few
years, but if everything goes 100%, the hotel would outshine the San
Gabriel Hilton.
The city council will begin negotiating with Qiao Garden Group
who will spend millions to fix up the entire hotel.  Helen Wang, an
interested buyer states, “[we will make it] much nicer, the best hotel
in Rosemead.”   The city of Rosemead will keep pushing to gather the
$55,000 owed in some form of compensation.  For the current man-
agement team, that is going to be an uphill battle.
The Glendon Hotel was once known as the Rosemead Inn.  In
those days, this part of the city struggled with a lot of crime.  Later,
in 2008 the property was purchased for $4.4 million by the city to
redevelop the entire area.  This redevelopment project didn’t work
out as planned so for two years they leased the hotel to Rosemead Inn
Hotel Partners, LLC.  
After negotiations, the city would charge $10,000 in monthly
lease payments.  Rosemead Inn Hotel Partners could not make pay-
ments as they stated that the lease payments were conditional on the
hotel being profitable.  The city remains resolute in collecting the
back lease payments, and the transient occupancy taxes.  The city of
Rosemead gave a $100,000 allowance to the operators for hotel ren-
ovations.  But after investigating, the city found that only $61,000
was actually used for that purpose.  The city officials are now requir-
ing reimbursement of $55,000 which includes the money not used for
renovation, the owed lease and tax payments.
At the end of the month the Rosemead Inn Hotel Partners will no
longer operate the hotel. The hotel continued on page 39
Rosemead to Sell Troubled Hotel
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Triton Communications, Inc.





Please allow us to introduce ourselves: Triton Communications, Inc., a full
service telecommunications company.  Originally formed in 1981, and
Incorporated on August 12th 1982.  We began as a contractor providing
installation service for Rolm of California.  In 1985, Triton
Communications, Inc. became an interconnect and began to serve its own
customers.
We are very proud to say that many of our original customers are still with
us today.  Please review the list of services and qualifications below.  We are
certain you will find that Triton Communications, Inc. can be of assistance to you and your company.  We have
a very well trained technical staff and our installation and service technicians have an average of fifteen years
experience each.  The following is a list of our services:
• Sales and Service of refurbished (Nortel, Toshiba) & new (NEC) telephone systems and equipment.
• Complete System cabling of voice, data, and computer networking.
• Voice Mail and Paging systems to Video conferencing and Call Accounting systems.
• Providing Local Dial Tone, T1, Long Distance and 800 numbers.             
• VoIP solutions.
default rates. Remember, with very
low interest rates the banking strate-
gies with respect to commercial
mortgages of “delay and pray” and “extend and pretend” can—and
actually are—working.
For a short time it seemed that the combination of very low inter-
est rates and slow but sure economic growth were more than enabling
the industry to work its way out of rising defaults in its $3 trillion dol-
lar debt load. However the “Euro Crisis” brought with it rising cred-
it spreads and fears that an aftershock from the 2007-09 credit crisis
would make it far more difficult to restructure the industry’s debt bur-
den. Our view is that the improvement in real estate capital market
sentiment was way overdone.
To be sure there will be a recovery, but that recovery will likely
occur in fits and starts. In a word it will be rocky. There is just too
much debt that has to be worked through and it will take time to re-
characterize a significant fraction of it as equity. After all, Fitch
Ratings has forecast that loans 60 days or more past due in the $536
billion CMBS market will rise from the current 7% to 11% by year’s
end.
The Collapse in Supply
From a fundamental viewpoint vacancy rates are peaking. New
starts came to a screeching halt at the end of 2007, and with modest
growth vacancy rates will gradually decline. Real commercial con-
struction spending will suffer a peak-to-trough decline by early 2011
of 51% since the 2007 high. Similarly, multi-family starts declined by
80% from 378,000 in the first quarter of 2006 to 77,000 units in the
fourth quarter of 2009 and only a gradual rebound is forecast. Thus,
new supply will not be a problem for the next several years.
Structural Weakness in Demand
The real problem, however, is on the demand side. Put bluntly,
the modest economic growth we are forecasting means that it will
take several years to bring the supply and demand for commercial
real estate into some semblance of balance. Why? The economy is in
such a deep hole that total employment in early 2010 was back to
where it was in late 1999.
After peaking in December 2007, total payroll employment
dropped by 8.4 million jobs making the recession, in term of employ-
ment, 3-4 times worse than prior postwar recessions. If employment
growth is a rough proxy for commercial real estate demand, than
every project built in the first decade of the 21st century can be
viewed as superfluous. To be sure there is a more than a little hyper-
bole involved with the prior sentence, but you get the picture. That is
why even in a limited construction environment, excess capacity will
weigh on commercial real estate for many years to come.
A skeptic might argue that total employment, which includes
manufacturing and construction jobs, might have little to do with
office, high-end retailing and apartment demand. A fair point, so let’s
look at financial activities employ-
The Outlook...
continued from pg. 1
continued on page 28
Executive Notes
The Ontario Convention & Visitors Bureau has promoted two
executives at the Ontario Convention Center. Clemmie Taylor was
promoted to director of operations, and Amita Patel now serves as
assistant general manager.
Christopher D. Myers, president and chief executive officer of
Citizens Business Bank, has announced the following appoint-
ments:
• Patricia “Trish” Rozhon to the position of assistant vice
president and portfolio manager of the bank’s Tri-City Business
Financial Center in San Bernardino.  Rozhon’s professional career
incorporates over 26 years of banking experience with a background
in sales, credit and lending.  Prior to her appointment with Citizens
Business Bank, she was vice president and relationship manager with
South County Bank in Irvine.  Rozhon was formerly a consultant
with Consulting Choice in Riverside and senior vice president and
manager for the Bank of Hemet’s Commercial Lending Group in
Riverside.     
• Joseph Wrennall to the position of assistant vice president
and portfolio manager with the bank’s Stockdale Business Financial
Center in Bakersfield.  Wrennall’s professional career incorporates
over 36 years of banking experience with extensive knowledge in
commercial lending, business development and administration.
Before joining Citizens Business Bank, Wrennall was vice president
in commercial lending with Los Padres Bank in Solvang.  
• Angela Yan to the position of assistant vice president and
special assets portfolio manager in the bank’s Credit Management
Division located in Ontario.  Yan’s professional career incorporates
five years of banking experience with a background in special assets,
portfolio management and credit.  Prior to her appointment with
Citizens Business Bank, Yan held continued on page 14
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SBA Lenders Serving the Inland Empire
Ranked by loans funded ($Amount)  (Riverside & San Bernardino Counties)
Company Name SBA Loans Number of SBA Types of Loans Offered: Types SBA Loans Funded: Number of Offices: Top Local Executive
Address Funded 05/09-04/10 Loans Funded 7A Intl. Loans Programs Inland Empire Title
City, State, Zip ($ Amount)* 5/09-04/10 504 Seas’l. Line of Cred. Companywide Phone/Fax
Contract Loan Prg. Small Loan Programs  E-Mail Address
CDC Sm. Bus. Finance Corp. $40,821,000 65 Yes No 1 Mike Owen
1. 1650 Iowa Ave., Ste. 150 Yes No 8 Executive Vice President
Riverside, CA 92507 No Yes (951) 905-5700/905-5717
mowen@cdcloans.com
EDF Resource Capital, Inc. $24,473,000 76 No No 1 Jim Azevedo
2. 1050 Iron Point Road Yes No 13 (916) 962-3669/962-1822
Folsom, CA 95630 No Yes jimazevedo@resourcecapital.com
Temecula Valley Bank $21,333,500 18 Yes No 4 Dan Stake
3. 27710 Jefferson Ave., Ste. A100 Yes No 11 President
Temecula, CA 92590 Yes Yes (951) 694-9940/506-1283
dstake@temvalbank.com
Wells Fargo Bank SBA Lenders $20,622,500 60 Yes Yes 4 Steven W. Doss
4. 500 La Terraza Blvd., Ste. 200 Yes Yes 7 VP, Reg. Sales Manager
Escondido, CA 92025 Yes Yes (760) 432-5319
steven.w.doss@wellsfargo.com
Enterprise Funding Corp. $10,180,000 12 No No 1 Jeffery C. Sceranka
5. 300 E. State Street, Ste. 230 Yes No 1 President/CEO
Redlands, CA 92373 No Yes (909) 792-3803/792-3813
jeff@efcj04.com
Banco Popular $6,806,200 29 Yes Lydia Fiscorondo
6. 888 Disneyland Drive Yes VP Western Regional Sales Mgr.
Anaheim, CA 92802 No (714) 864-5057/864-5103
US Bank $6,643,700 15 Yes Yes 330 Christopher Otto
7. 3590 Central Ave. Yes Yes 2,887 VP/SBA Business Dev.
Riverside, CA 92506 Yes Yes (951) 514-9873/255-4748
christopher.otto@usbank.com
California Bank & Trust $4,905,500 14 Yes Yes 6 Andre Ellis
8. 102 N. Yale Ave. Yes Yes 93 V.P./Manager
Claremont, CA 91711 No Yes (909) 624-9091/625-2982
ellisa@calbt.com
Community Bank $4,398,200 12 Yes Yes 5 Deborah G. Gallagher
9. 1041 W. Badillo St., Ste.115 Yes Yes 13 Senior V.P./Manager
Covina, CA 91722 Yes Yes (626) 568-2008/732-1339
dgallagher@cbank.com
Security Bank of California $3,354,500 7 Yes No 4 James Robenson
10. 3403 Tenth St., Ste. 100 Yes No 4 Chairman
Riverside, CA 92501 Yes Yes 951-368-BANK
info@securitybankca.com
CIT, Small Business Lending $3,044,000 7 Yes No 0 Julie Johnson
11. 7755 Center Ave., Ste. 1100 Yes No 50 Regional Acct. Manager
Huntington Beach, CA 92647 No No (714) 842-2380/375-5761
julie.johnson@cit.com
First California Bank $2,792,200 4 Yes No 3 Cg Kum
12. 218 E. State St. Yes No 21 CEO
Redlands, CA 92373 Yes Yes (909) 798-3611/335-2363
www.fcbank.com
Southland Econ. Dev. Corp. $2,635,000 3 No No 0 James R. Davis
13. 400 N. Tustin Ave., Ste. 125 Yes No 2 President
Santa Ana, CA 92705 No No (714) 647-1143/(714) 868-0003
pama@southlandedc.com
Pacific Western Bank $2,289,300 4 Yes No 8 Ricka Kemp
14. 900 Canterbury Place, Ste. 300 Yes No 7 Branch Manager
Escondido, CA 92025 No No (760) 432-1350/432-1359
AMPAC TRI State CDC $1,909,000 2 No No 1 Hilda Kennedy
15. 225 W. Hospitality Ln. Yes Yes 1 Founder/Executive Director
San Bernardino, CA 92408 No No (909) 915-1706/387-0810
www.tristatecdl.com
BBVA Bancomer USA $1,634,000 4 Yes No 6 Manuel Orozco
16. 24010 Sunnymead Blvd. Yes No 31 President/CEO
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 No Yes (951) 242-1959/242-3324
Rabo Bank $1,449,000 17 Yes No 9 Keith Goff
17. 74-199 El Paseo Drive Yes No 30 Regional President
Palm Desert, CA 92260 No No (760) 776-4100/776-4433
keith.goff@rabobank.com
Hanmi Bank $1,330,000 2 Yes No 1 Jae S. Yoo
18. 3327 Wilshire Blvd. Yes No 27 President/CEO
Los Angeles, CA 90010 No Yes (213) 427-5657/427-5774
www.hanmi.com
California Center Bank $1,317,000 8 Yes Yes 1 Chris Kong
19. 1040 S. Mt. Vernon Ave., Ste. A Yes Yes 14 Vice President/Manager
Colton, CA 92324 No Yes (213) 637-9631/427-6080
chrisk@centerbank.com
continued on page. 33
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BUSINESS GROWTH AND INNOVATION
Retooling the Economy: Four Key Steps to Breaking Wall Street’s Obsession
With “Short-termism” and Achieving Real, Authentic Growth
According to author Ed
Hess, the nation’s recent finan-
cial woes are indicators of just
how harmful the Wall Street-
driven focus on short-term
growth can be. He warns that
before we can achieve truly sus-
tainable economic recovery, we
must first eradicate the short-
term fixes that are so popular
with Wall Street.
One need not look further
than the recent financial crisis to
see how the pursuit of growth
for growth’s sake can negatively
affect a company and the U.S.
economy as a whole. Lehman
Brothers, AIG, and Toyota are
prime examples of how poor-
quality growth and the failure to
manage risks associated with
growth can bring a company to
its knees. Unfortunately, in the
case of Lehman Brothers and
AIG, their focus on short-term
growth led not only to their col-
lapse but also to the near-col-
lapse of the U.S. economy.
Ed Hess says that in an eco-
nomic system where nearly 70
percent of U.S. corporations’
stock is owned by institutions on
average for just 12 months or
less, we shouldn’t expect com-
panies to always make responsi-
ble decisions when it comes to
growth. And while the focus
remains on achieving the short-
term growth that Wall Street
finds most appealing, the eco-
nomic rebound will prove a
“jobless” and unsustainable fan-
tasy so long as economists and
politicians limit their efforts to
stimulus plans and modest
banking reforms.
“By focusing on these short-
term fixes, they are missing the
bigger picture—that something
fundamental and systemic is
wrong with the U.S. economy,
namely our short financial atten-
tion spans,” says Hess, a profes-
sor at the University of
Virginia’s Darden Graduate
School of Business and author
of the new book “Smart Growth:
Building an Enduring Business
by Managing the Risks of
Growth” (Columbia Business
School Publishing, 2010, ISBN:
978-0-2311505-0-7, $27.95).
“ To achieve a true econom-
ic turnaround, we must turn our
focus to a pursuit of growth and
innovation. Our current capital
system is structured to impede
those aspirations. The short-
term perspective that dominates
boardrooms and Wall Street is
an impediment to a real recov-
ery, because it often creates an
illusion of growth and post-
pones investments that would
make a long-term difference.”
When it comes to growth,
Hess knows what he is talking
about. Smart Growth features
the findings of much of his
research on sustainable growth,
including the Darden Private
Growth Company Research
Project, which was funded by
the Batten Institute at the
Darden Graduate School of
Business and the Darden School
Foundation. The book intro-
duces a research-based growth
model called Smart Growth.
Using it Hess challenges the
“grow or die” and “bigger is
always better” ethos that perme-
ates Wall Street and boardrooms
in America—a dangerous men-
tality that often deters real
growth and pressures businesses
to create, manufacture, and pur-
chase non-authentic earnings
just to appease Wall Street.
For the nation’s economy to
achieve sustainable growth, its
businesses must also take on a
similar mentality, shedding
themselves of the Wall Street
rules that Hess says cause an
unhealthy focus on quarterly
earnings and unrealistic contin-
uous growth.
“If we are to retain national
competitiveness, ensure social
cohesion, and empower the
American Dream so that succes-
sive generations have a chance
for better economic life, funda-
mental change in the system is
necessary,” says Hess.
“I am not anti-growth. I
want our economy to be among
the strongest, most prosperous
in the world. My point is that
growth should not be assumed.
It should be a conscious deci-
sion made only after evaluating
the risks of not growing versus
the risks of growth and devising
ways to mitigate the risks of the
chosen path. Our economic sys-
tem is still rife with problems,
and, as such, any growth we
achieve now will likely be
continued on page 29
We can custom





4231 Winevi l le  Road
Mira Loma, CA 91752
(951)  685-5376 or (951)  360-9180
www.gal leanowinery.com
Tour the Historic Winery weekends from 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm or by appointment
Listed in the National Register of Historical Places
Weddings • Anniversaries
Birthdays • Special Events
Graduations • Holiday • Gifts
Wine Tasting Available Daily
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STOCK CHART
Duff & Phelps, LLC
One of the nation’s leading investment banking and financial
advisory organizations. All stock data on this page is provided by
Duff & Phelps, LLC from sources deemed reliable. No recom-
mendation is intended or implied. (310) 689-0070.








Notes: (H) - Stock hit fifty two week high during the month, (L) - Stock hit fifty two week low during the month, NM - Not Meaningful
American States Water Co 
Basin Water Inc (H)
Channell Commercial Corp 
CVB Financial Corp 
Emrise Corp 
Hansen Natural Corp 
HOT Topic Inc 
K-Fed Bancorp 
National RV Holdings Inc 
Outdoor Channel Holdings Inc 
Physicians Formula Holdings Inc  
Provident Financial Holdings Inc
Temecula Valley Bancorp Inc (H)
Vineyard National Bancorp
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc (L)
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc. 31,849,220
Hansen Natural Corporation 28,566,360
Hot Topic Inc. 28,043,400
CVB Financial Corp. 16,648,050
American States Water Company 2,206,960
D&P/IEBJ Total Volume Month 111,373,340
Ticker 6/21/10 5/28/10 %Chg. 52 Week 52 Week Current P/E Exchange
















34.23 34.37 -0.4 39.61 31.20 19.2 NYSE
0.00 0.01 -40.0 0.47 0.00 NM OTCPK
0.30 0.25 20.0 2.50 0.03 NM OTCPK
10.22 9.93 2.9 11.85 4.91 17.6 NasdaqGS
0.51 1.09 -53.2 1.61 0.46 NM ARCA
39.97 39.05 2.4 44.99 24.01 18.8 NasdaqGS
5.30 5.56 -4.7 9.96 4.83 26.5 NasdaqGS
9.16 10.00 -8.4 10.39 7.30 47.3 NasdaqGM
0.04 0.04 14.3 0.05 0.03 NM OTCPK
5.11 5.95 -14.1 7.85 5.00 NM NasdaqGM
3.56 3.90 -8.7 4.23 1.43 NM NasdaqGS
5.27 6.59 -20.0 10.49 2.43 NM NasdaqGS
0.00 0.00 -22.5 0.42 0.00 NM OTCPK
0.01 0.02 -6.7 0.15 0.01 NM OTCPK
43.03 44.16 -2.6 44.97 30.99 20.6 NYSE
Company Current Beg. of Point %Change
Close Month Change
Channell Commercial Corp. (H) N/A N/A N/A N/A
National RV Holdings, Inc. (H) N/A N/A N/A N/A
CVB Financial Corp. 10.22 9.93 0.29 2.9%
Hansen Natural Corporation 39.97 39.05 0.92 2.4%
American States Water Company 34.23 34.37 -0.14 -0.4%
Company Current Beg. of Point %Change
Close Month Change
Emrise Corp. (L) N/A N/A N/A N/A
Basin Water Inc. N/A N/A N/A N/A
Temecula Valley Bancorp Inc. N/A N/A N/A N/A
Provident Financial Holdings Inc. 5.27 6.59 -1.32 -20.0%
Outdoor Channel Holdings, Inc. 5.11 5.95 -0.84 -14.1%
THE GAINERS
Top five, by percentage
THE LOSERS
Top five, by percentage
10681 Foothill Blvd., Suite 280 Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Tel. (909) 980-0630   Fax. (909) 948-8674
July 2010
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Advertising Agencies In the Inland Empire
Listed Alphabetically
Agency $ Cptlzd. Bllng (IE) % Print Top 3 Clients # of Employees/Offices Yr. Est. in IE Creative Director Top Local Exec.
Address $ Cptlzd. Bllng (Total) % Broadcast Inland Empire Hdqrts. Title Title
City/Zip $ Gross Income % Other Companywide Parent Co. Phone/Fax Phone/Fax
(Fiscal Year 2008) E-Mail Address E-Mail Address
Adgraph Designs $250,000 50 Superior Trailer Works, 4/1 1990 Suzanne Grani Suzanne Grani
1. 8780 19th St., Ste. 104 WND 0 Vertex Water Products, Alta Loma Art Director Art Director
Alta Loma, CA 91701 WND 50 Universal Surveillance Corp. (909) 987-7988/(866) 470-5719 (909) 987-7988/484-7818
suzanne@ad-graph.com suzanne@ad-graph.com
Dameron Communication N/A 20 The Art Institute of California, I.E., 6/1 1987 Carl Dameron Carl Dameron
2. 255 N. D St., Ste. 210 N/A 20 CA Home Economics Ed. Foundation, 8 San Bernardino Founder and Creative Director
San Bernardino, CA 92401 $1,200,000 80 La Salle Medical Associates Dameron Communication (909) 888-0321 (909) 888-0321/888-2331
carl@dameroncommunications.com
Designet Marketing Graphic ConceptsWND 60 Pioneer, 3/1 1991 Rick Scott Rick Scott
3. 8768 Helms Ave., Ste. C 0 Hughes Aircraft, Rancho Cucamonga Head Designer Owner/Designer
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 40 Hewlett-Packard (909) 981-4611/981-3674 (909) 981-4611/981-3674
rick@designnetdisplays.com
Geographics $1,800,000 50 R.C. Transportation Commission, 8/1 1983 Dawn Hassett
4. 4178 Chestnut St. 10 City of Rancho Cucamonga, Riverside Managing Partner
Riverside, CA 92501 40 University of California Riverside (951) 369-1564/369-8837
geographics@earthlink.net
Graphtek $1,200,000 50 City IndianWells, 1 1992 Ron Najera Michael Cheley
5. (73-241) Hwy. 111, Ste. 2B Supplies Guys Palm Desert Creative Director CEO
Palm Desert, CA 92260 50 (760) 341-4583/341-9285 (760) 341-4583/341-9285
studio@graphtek.com studio@graphtek.com
Hyatt Advertising, Inc. $1,200,000 40 Arrowhead Credit Union, 1977 Richard Lee Adrian Hyatt-Ward
6. 1174 Nevada Street, Suite 200 40 Loma Linda University of Health Care, 1/1 Redlands Creative Writer/ Sr. Writer Copy President/CEO
Redlands, CA 92374 20 California Baptist University (909)793-3840 (909)793-3840/793-3845
richard@hyattward.com adrian@hyattward.com
J. Brenlin Design WND 90 Avery Dennison, 10/1 1985 Jane Brenlin Jane Brenlin
7. 2054 Tandem Way 0 Con Agra/ Lamb Weston, Norco Creative Director/President Creative Director/President
Norco, CA 92860 10 Jeffrey Courte (951) 549-1515/549-1453 (951) 549-1515/549-1453
brenlinj@jbrenlin.com brenlinj@jbrenlin.com
Jones Agency, The WND 40 Palm Springs Aerial Tramway, 10/1 1958 Carol Clark/Phillip Large Kyle Radke
8. 303 N. Indian Canyon Drive WND 40 Canyon National Bank, Palm Springs Creative Director Sr. V.P./General Manager
Palm Springs, CA 92262 2 Mil. 20 Desert Regional Med. Center Desert Publications, Inc. (760)325-1437/778-0320 (760) 325-1437/778-0320
kradke@jonesagency.com
Kiner Communications $1,700,000 30 Fantasy Springs Resort Casino, 11/1 1994 Steve Johnsen Scott M. Kiner
9. 73-101 Hwy. 111, Ste. 4 40 Penta Building Group, n/a Palm Desert V.P. Creative Director CEO
Palm Desert, CA 92260 30 American Leak Detection Kiner/Goodsell (760) 773-0290/773-1750 (760) 773-0290/773-1750
Advertising Inc. stevej@kinercom.com scottk@kinercom.com
KMdezine WND 90 City of Fontana, 11/1 1993 Kris VanderVies Marsi VanderVies
10. 12029 Vintage Dr. 0 Marketing Firms, n/a Fontana Graphic Design Project Manager
Fontana, CA 92337 10 Sm-Med Size Corporations (909) 823-5656/823-5655 (909) 823-5656/823-5655
studio@kmdezine.com
Lyons Media WND 0 LA/Ontario International Airport, 2/1 1998 Joe Lyons
11. 987 N. Smoketree Ave. 100 Silk Designs, +2/1 Rialto Warrior/Poet
Rialto, CA 92376 0 Inland Empire United Way (909) 641-6297/483-1515
mr1take@aol.com
Performance Marketing WND 50 Web Hansen Bverage, 4/1 1992 Natalie Young Valerie Rucinski
12. 1251 Pomona Rd., #101 WND 0 Boston Scientific, 7/1 Corona President Director of Production
Corona, CA 92882 1.1 Mil. 50 Abbott Vascular (951) 273-7390/273-7395 (951) 273-7390/273-7395
natalie@performancepromo.com
Perry Design & Advertising 250,300 60 Terra Vista Town Center, 5/1 1997 Janine Perry Angelique Strahan
13. 9431 Haven Ave., Ste. 208 20 Kessler Alair Insurance, Rancho Cucamonga Partner/Creative Director Partner/Media Director
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 20 The Shoppes at Chino Hills (909) 945-9500/980-6398 (909) 945-9500/980-6398
janine@perryadvertising.comAngelique@perryadvertising.com
Pirih Productions, Inc. WND 15 WND 4/1 1979 Diane Wiltsie Cheryl Pirih
14. P.O. Box 340 0 Rimforest Creative Director President
Rimforest, CA 92378 85 (909) 336-4373/336-4371 (909) 336-4373/336-4371
diane@pirih.com cheryl@pirih.com
Publicity Unlimited WND 50 Contour Dermatology & Cosmetic 1 1993 Erika Z. Byrd Erika Z. Byrd
15. P.O. Box 724 30 Surgery Center, 1 La Quinta President President
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270 20 The Patio Place (760) 776-9946/776-9956 (760) 776-9946/776-9956
erika@publicityunlimited.com
RedFusion Media, Inc. 695,000 10 Brithinee Electric, 10/1 1999 Jon Burgess Molly Burgess
16. 104 E. State St. 840,000 0 Luminex Software, Inc., 11/1 Redlands Artistic Director General Manager
Redlands, CA 92373 520,000+ 90 Soren, Mc Adam Christenson CPA (909)798-7092 (909)798-7092/801-6400
jon@redfusionmedia.com molly@redfusionmedia.com
continued on page. 19
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The County of San Bernardino Workforce
Investment Board and Workforce Development
Department is ready to assist your business at no
cost with the following services:
• Recruitment assistance
• Funds to train new employees
• Labor market information
• Pre-screened qualified
applicants
• Access to a large applicant pool
• Facilities available for
recruitments
• Layoff prevention assistance
• Outplacement of laid-off
workers
• Hiring tax credits
FREE BUSINESS WORKSHOPS
9650 9th St., Rancho Cucamonga
To Register Call 951-781-2345 or visit www.iesmallbusiness.com
Attention Business Owners
San Bernardino County Workforce Investment Board Funds
Innovative Program
Improve Business...Create More Jobs!
5 Months of World Class Business Coaching at NO COST to you.
Funded by the County WIB to help YOU improve your business
and create more jobs in our county!
This is a VERY intense program suited for the business owner
driven by success!
Program includes:
• Business Health Assessment
• Goal Alignment Consultation
• Operational Plan Development
• Weekly Coaching to ensure plan implementation
• DISC Communication Assessments to improve teamwork
• Opportunity to grow profits save jobs
Program Funds are EXTREMELY Limited!
Call 951.543.9901 to see if you qualify!
Is Real Estate on the Road to Recovery???
By Collette Lee
This questioned is posed to me several times a day... every
day.  It is not an easy answer.
In the Inland Empire market place we have experienced
declines due to high unemployment and national economic issues
impacting every citizen (bailouts, etc.). But today, I am finding a
lack of inventory based on a false market.  By that I mean  there
is an increased number of Notice of Defaults being filed and short
sales, which  are  a majority of the market now. There is an inven-
tory of homes the banks are controlling, so we are not experienc-
ing the normal flow of supply and demand. When will we recov-
er?  Perhaps, we are now.   There has been an increase in jobs;
credit and affordable homes have helped offset the end of the
Fed’s purchases of mortgage-backed securities this month; and the
expiration of a federal home-buyer tax credit in April.  So it is still
a “let’s be cautious, wait and see approach” but it is better.
Yes, it is frustrating. I am constantly facing multiple offer sit-
uations in the $375,000 market and below.  On the other end of the
spectrum, I have SOLD several HIGH END properties this past 30
days and have been in multiple offer situations too!  Clearly, no
matter the price range, if the home is priced according to
TODAY’S COMPARABLES, it will sell!
There is a lack of inventory in the affordable price ranges.
This lack of inventory is due to the recent REO moratorium and
lender modification efforts.  I have had much success with nego-
tiating short sales the last 60 days.  Lenders have streamlined the
process and are much more responsive. That is good news for so
many.
Lastly, we are on the mend as a country and as a region.  We
have great projects on the books starting in the region, and with
affordable prices, LOW interest rates, good leadership and a great
community,  we will continue to attract businesses and great peo-
ple.
You can reach Collette at colletteleesells@gmail.com for fur-
ther information.
A strong resume and interview may place job seekers in the run-
ning for a position, but a new survey from OfficeTeam finds the
results of a reference check can be the real deal maker—or breaker.
Managers interviewed said they remove more than one in five (21
percent) candidates from consideration after speaking to their profes-
sional contacts. 
When it comes to what hiring managers are looking for when
speaking to references, more than a third (36 percent) said they are
most interested in getting input on an applicant’s past job duties and
experience. Learning about the individual’s strengths and weakness-
es came in second, with 31 percent of the response.
The survey was developed by OfficeTeam, a leading staffing
service specializing in the placement of highly-skilled administrative
professionals. It was conducted by an independent research firm and
is based on telephone interviews with more than 1,000 senior man-
agers at companies with 20 or more employees.  
Managers were asked, “Approximately what percentage of job
candidates do you remove from consideration for a position with
your company after checking their references?” The average
response was 21 percent. 
Managers also were asked, “When speaking to an applicant’s
job references, what is the most important information you hope to
receive?” Their responses:
Description of past job duties and experience. . . . . . . . 36%
A view into the applicant’s strengths and weaknesses. . 31%
Confirmation of job title and dates of employment. . . . 11%
Description of workplace accomplishments. . . . . . . . . . . 8%
A sense of the applicant’s preferred work culture. . . . . . .7%
Other/don’t know. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7%
100%
“When hiring managers, narrow the field to a few potential
candidates—the reference check often becomes the deciding fac-
tor,” said OfficeTeam executive director Robert Hosking. “To dis-
tinguish themselves from the competition, job seekers should
assemble a solid list of contacts who can persuasively communi-
cate their qualifications and professional attributes.”
OfficeTeam offers five tips for creating a reference list that
works in your favor:
1. Choose wisely. Select individuals who can discuss your
abilities and experience that directly relate to the position, not just
those with the most impressive job titles. Offer a mix of contacts
who can address different aspects of your background; for exam-
ple, a former peer may be able to describe your interpersonal skills,
while a past direct report can talk about your management style.
2. Check in beforehand. Always call potential references
first to gain their permission and evaluate their eagerness to serve
as a contact. Be sure to give all references a copy of your resume,
the job description and the name of the person who will likely call.
3. Be prepared. Provide clear contact information for your
references, including their names, titles, daytime phone numbers
and e-mail addresses. Also, offer a brief explanation of the nature
of your relationship with each individual. Consider supplying
more references than are requested, so you won’t miss out on the
job offer if the hiring manager
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MAKING MEDICARE
MAKE SENSE
Answers to a Commonly Asked Medicare Question
Q:  How will people with Medicare benefit in the near future
from the new Affordable Care Act?
A:  People with Medicare should have recently received impor-
tant information from the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services
that explains some of the immediate benefits they may see from the
new Affordable Care Act. That information, outlined in a mailing sent
to all beneficiaries, provides them with timely facts about the impor-
tant new law so they can learn how their Medicare benefits will either
“stay the same” or “change and improve.” The new law not only
strengthens Medicare, but also ensures the guaranteed benefits that
beneficiaries have come to rely upon don’t change.
The first benefit that several million Medicare beneficiaries will
receive is a one-time, tax-free check for $250, if they enter the Part
D donut hole and are not eligible for Medicare Extra Help. The donut
hole—or coverage gap—is the period in the prescription drug bene-
fit in which the beneficiary pays 100 continued on page 32
Reference Checks Remove One in
Five Job Candidates From
Consideration
continued on page 39
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Are Values Back in Vogue? Eight Reasons Companies Are Rejecting Cynicism
and Rethinking What They Really Stand For
If your organization’s
“official” values are little
more than material for water
cooler ridicule, it’s time to
rethink them. Author Dennis
Haley explains the many
rewards of identifying—and
living by—a strong set of core
values.
In an age when news head-




downsizing, it’s hard to
believe there’s any good news
about the business world.
Indeed, it’s almost impossible
not to conclude that our
nation’s decision-makers have
lost their way. But despite the
turmoil that’s recently rocked
Corporate America—or per-
haps because of it—a growing
number of companies are sud-
denly remembering who they
are.
That’s right. According to
Dennis Haley, there’s a move-
ment afoot in the corporate
world to get back to the basics
of good business.
“It’s a definite trend,” says
Haley, CEO of Academy
Leadership and author of “The
Core Values Compass: Moving
from Cynicism to a Core
Values Culture.”  “Leaders are
seeing that consistently putting
short-term results and per-
formance measures over long-
term adherence to corporate
purpose and values just does-
n’t work. It eventually back-
fires.
“What does work is identi-
fying a set of values and mak-
ing sure everyone lives by
them—no matter what,” he
adds.  Haley, a former officer
in the U.S. Navy and a leader
in the business world for over
25 years, lives the lessons he
imparts in “The Core Values
Compass.” Indeed, a commit-
ment to a strong set of values
is one of the driving principles
his leadership consulting firm
teaches clients. 
Written in the form of an
easy-to-read story, his book
invites readers to walk along-
side Guy Cedrick, a young
marketing executive who finds
his authority questioned and
his priorities put to the test
after his company undergoes a
difficult merger.
In a new environment that




whether it’s more important to
meet short-term deadlines at
any cost or to maintain align-
ment and accountability, even
if it means putting his own
position on the line. The tac-
tics he employs and the lessons
he learns will resonate with
leaders in all positions, and
will spark a return to values in
individuals and ultimately in
entire organizations.
“When companies truly put
their values front and center—
and when employees passion-
ately espouse them rather than
rolling their eyes and making
snide comments—they’re
more likely to survive eco-
nomic hardship and change,”
Haley promises.
Ready to revitalize your
company’s purpose, policies,
and practices? Then read on to
learn how embracing a set of
core values can change the
way your company runs.
It instills a sense of pur-
pose that works like perform-
ance rocket fuel. It’s true:
inner motivation based on
strong values can do what no
amount of professional devel-
opment or department over-
hauls ever will. Think about it
this way: during the
Revolutionary War, the
American colonists fought
against a larger, better-
equipped, and better-trained
British military force. Why did
they emerge victorious?
Among other reasons, the
colonists were a group of indi-
viduals who were motivated
and unified by a shared cause,
while the British (many of
them mercenaries) were fight-
ing a war in which they had no
personal stake.
“Just as those early
American soldiers were
spurred on by a desire for lib-
erty and a love of their fledg-
ling country, values-driven
companies will push harder
and farther than their counter-
parts that lack purpose,” Haley
explains. “People crave and
thrive on work that’s meaning-
ful. They need a sense of pur-
pose, a cause bigger than
themselves. That’s a much
more powerful motivator than
money. If you give your organ-
ization purpose and meaning
through core values, your
employees will motivate them-
selves.”
It creates consistency,
which in turn breeds accounta-
bility. If you’ve ever worked at
a company with no clear-cut
values, you know how tough it
is to hold people accountable.
Employees frequently don’t do
what they’re “supposed” to
do—because they don’t know
what that is. No one has ever
made it clear that it’s more
important to, say, meet a long-
time customer’s request than
to adhere to a strict budget.
(Or, as is often the case, the
rules change from day to day.)
So when someone makes the
wrong decision and ends up
losing a customer—well, it’s
pretty hard to hold him
accountable.
“Values make it clear
exactly when the ball was
dropped,” notes Haley. “It’s
easier to hold people account-
able when there’s a set of val-
ues-driven rules to hold them
accountable to. And plus, for a
variety of reasons, people in
these kinds of organizations
tend to hold themselves
accountable.”
Decision-making is simpli-
fied. Everything comes down
to: “This either supports our
values or it doesn’t.”
Establishing a set of core val-
ues cuts down on equivoca-
tion, excuses, and those “Yes,
but…” rationalizations. True,
life’s not all black and white,
and sometimes it’s genuinely
tough to know the right thing
to do. Nevertheless, do your
coworkers (or even you!) try to
test boundaries, cut corners, or
operate in an ethically fuzzy
area simply because they can?
If descriptions of Enron-like
behaviors are too close for
comfort, establishing—and
sticking to—organizational
values can be a game changer.
“Unfortunately, it’s not
unusual to see leaders back-
dating documents, say, or low-
balling prices to get a step or
two ahead,” Haley points out.
“And in the short term, at
least, those behaviors might be
allowed or even condoned
because of the results they pro-
duce. But we all know that in
the end, they bring trouble.
The good news is, if your orga-
nization’s decisions are guided
first and foremost by values,
people will be less tempted to
make these kinds of ‘mis-
takes.’ They’ll know exactly
what the acceptable paths are,
and if they want to stick
around, they’ll follow them.” 
It greases the gears and
boosts productivity. In much
the same way as they simplify
decision-making, putting a set
of core values in place will
streamline your organization’s
processes and procedures. If
your team is comprised of 15
individuals, chances are they
have 15 different ways of com-
municating—and that can
mean misunderstandings, lost
time, and unnecessary work.
However, that all changes if
“communication” becomes a
core value and everyone
agrees on what it looks like in
action.
“How much time is lost in
continued on page 25
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A New Way to Write Music
By J. Allen Leinberger
If a tree falls in the forest and crashes into a piano, does it
make music?
In fact, what is music? Beethoven scribbled notes on a graph.
Wiggly groves in a record were supposed to be music of Glenn
Miller. An odd alignment of magnetic molecules makes up a mas-
ter tape of the Sgt. Pepper album—and 5,000 recordings are
stored inside the magic box we call an iPod. Where is the music?
Music is, apparently, very much a left brain/right brain oper-
ation. Science meets art. Thus it is with Tristan Perich’s “One Bit
Symphony.”
The symphony consists of five movements programmed into
a computer microchip. Though housed in a CD jewel case, 1-Bit
Symphony is not a recording in the traditional sense. It actually
“performs” its music
live when it is turned
on. A complete elec-
tronic circuit, pro-
grammed by the artist
and assembled by
hand, plays the music
through the head-
phone jack mounted
into the case itself.





fame for an earlier project called 1-Bit Music. The Symphony has
reduced the hardware involved while simultaneously expanding
its music ideas. 1-Bit Symphony utilizes digital signals (on and
off electronic pulses), synthesized by assembly code and routed
from microchip to the headphone output, to manifest data as
sound.
Basically that is what happens when you record a sound. This
chip however is not a recording but a true source of the music. It
is, thus, purely electronic in its execution, reflecting the artist’s
long standing interest in orchestral composition. Since the
release in 2006 of the original 1-Bit Music, Tristan Perich’s com-
positional work has combined 1-bit audio with acoustic classical
instruments, providing insight into the conceptual and aesthetic
relationships between physical and electronic sound. With 1-Bit
Symphony, he has brought this insight back into the digital realm,
overlapping the grand form of a classic symphony with the min-
imal nature of 1-bit circuitry.
If this has not made clear sense, then the packaging will help.
This is not a techno-recording. This is not like the classic classi-
cal album “Switched on Bach.”  This is not the artist recording
runs along the keyboard. The continued on page 31
COMPUTER various positions at UnitedCommercial Bank in Pasadena.
Most recently she was assistant vice
president/special assets officer with United Commercial Bank in
Pasadena, where she was responsible for portfolio management and
loan/underwriting review.  
• Yaeleta Welch to the position of assistant vice president and
treasury support officer of the bank’s Information Service Division.
Her career incorporates over 10 years of banking experience with a
background in treasury and management and customer service.  Prior
to her appointment with Citizens Business Bank, Welch was treasury
management first level officer with Comerica Bank, where she was
responsible for relationship management, sales and training.  She
was formerly treasury management implementation associate 3 for
Wells Fargo Bank.
SMG, a private management firm of convention centers, has
hired James Canfield as general manager for the Palm Springs
Convention Center.  Canfield was the executive director of the
Pasadena Convention Center in Pasadena; was the director of opera-
tions of the Broward County Convention Center in Fort Lauderdale;
and senior event manager at the Long Beach Convention and
Entertainment Center.
Community Bank, an independent business bank that has served
Southern Californian communities for 65 years, has hired Matthew
Roberson as their new vice president and senior relationship manag-
er.
Roberson brings 13 years of experience in the banking industry
to Community Bank. As vice president and senior relationship man-
ager, Roberson is in charge of prospecting and servicing small- to
medium-sized businesses in the Ontario marketplace to maintain and
further develop the bank’s presence in that community.
Prior to working for Community Bank, Roberson most recently
served as vice president and relationship manager for Wedbush Bank,
where he focused on strengthening bank relationships with both
existing and new business clients across Southern California. He has
also served in vice presidential roles for Sunwest Bank, US Bank and
Wells Fargo Bank. 
U.S. Small Business Administration announced the appoint-
ment of Elizabeth Echols, as the regional administrator in Region
IX, to oversee the SBA’s programs and services in California,
Nevada, Arizona, Hawaii and Guam.
“The SBA is playing a critical role in our nation’s economic
recovery,” Echols said.  “I’m excited to have the opportunity to make
a difference on the single biggest economic issue facing our country
and Region IX – the need to create quality jobs and get people back
to work.  I’m honored to have the chance to implement the
President’s plan for economic recovery, which includes giving small
businesses the tools they need to continued on page 39
Executive...
continued from pg. 6
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A Homeless Recovery
By Edward Leamer
Director, UCLA Anderson Forecast
The U.S. recession ended in the summer of 2009 and we cur-
rently are in the fourth quarter of recovery, with annualized rate
of growth of real GDP, the broadest measure of output, equal to
2.2 percent in the third quarter of 2009, 5.6 percent in the fourth
quarter and 3.0 percent in the first quarter of 2010. Normal
growth is 3.0 percent, but a recovery that is strong enough to put
Americans back to work provides growth in the range of 5.0-6.0
percent.
By that standard, the 4th quarter rate of 5.6 percent seemed
exceptional. But 3.8 of that 5.6 was due to inventories – not an
increase in inventories but a slower rate of decline. (That’s con-
fusing, I know, but that’s the way it works.) The rest of demand
supported GDP growth of only 1.8 = 5.6-3.8. In other words, it
wasn’t really a 5.6 percent quarter; it was only a 1.8 percent quar-
ter.














m o s t l y
depleted, and other components will need to pick up the slack.
Though GDP began growing in the third quarter of 2009, the
labor market produced relentlessly bad news until January 2010
when a paltry increase of 16,000 private sector jobs was a great
relief. The 16,000 was followed by four months of ever better
news, culminating with a 218,000 private sector job gain in April
2010. But in May, we are back to disappointment: only 41,000
private sector jobs.
What’s going on? Where are the jobs? Will the recovery be
strong enough to put Americans back to work and drive down
that unemployment rate which is now at 9.7, compared with 4.5
before all of our troubles began? Or will we have normal growth
of 3%, strong enough to maintain the unemployment rate about
where it is, but not strong enough to drive it down substantially.
The normal recoveries with exceptional growth and very
favorable job markets have been driven by an expansive con-
sumer buying homes and cars after sitting on the sidelines for a
year or more. That is unlikely this time. Our forecast is for a fru-
gal consumer powering tepid growth, especially symbolized by
steady but slow improvement in the housing market. Thus it is
only somewhat inaccurate to use the rhetoric: A homeless recov-
ery.
Our forecast for GDP growth this year is 3.4% followed by
2.4 in 2011 and 2.8 in 2012, well below the 5% growth of previ-
ous recoveries and even a bit below the 3% long-term normal
growth. With a frugal U.S. consumer, we could have growth driv-
en by an expansive foreign consumer buying U.S. exports. There
is also upside potential from busi- continued on page 17
The Big Picture on State Spending
Based on all the noise coming out of Sacramento, it’s easy to
assume state spending has been cut to the bone and is now lower than
any other time in recent California history.
The fact is total state spending in California continues to increase.
While General Fund revenues have declined because of the reces-
sion, overall state spending has steadily and oftentimes dramatically
increased nearly every year.
As the graphs below indicate, continued on page 19
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PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY AND PROFESSIONAL SUCCESS 
Three Rings of Responsibility
By Danita Johnson-Hughes, Ph.D.
Never before has it been
more obvious that the world
needs new leaders. In this
increasingly global economy,
where one’s actions, or inaction,
can potentially impact people on
the other side of the globe, this
has never been more apparent.
Individuals are needed who
have the willingness to make
things better for everyone.
But before anyone can
change the world, you have to
change the circumstances in
your immediate sphere of influ-
ence.
To do that, the ability to con-
nect with other people becomes
important. First, however, you
have to understand who you
really are. And you can’t do any
of these things until you begin to
take responsibility for yourself
and your part in the world. If
you want to create change in
your businesses, your communi-
ty or yourself, you have to be
willing to let the buck stop with
you.
There are three rings of
responsibility, all of which must
be addressed before change of
any kind can take place:
Personal, Proximal, and Social.
Personal responsibility
requires introspection. You have
to take responsibility for your-
self, your actions and what you
accomplish in your life. You
have to know who you are and
what you value.
When you take personal
responsibility, you create wor-
thy goals and are able to act on
those goals, becoming the best
you can be and creating the abil-
ity to help others in the process.
Responsibility means not blam-
ing yourself or others for your
mistakes. When you fail, you
acknowledge your failures,
assess what you did right and
what you did wrong, and then
move on to create new goals.
Taking responsibility means
being open to new ideas, open to
other people, open to the world
and your part in it. Responsible
people don’t always expect to
succeed and they aren’t afraid to
fail. They simply understand
that results require work.
Responsible people accept life’s
rewards and its difficulties with
grace.
Proximal responsibility
means taking responsibility to
support your boss, co-workers
and subordinates by giving them
honest feedback, sharing infor-
mation, encouraging them when
their actions positively affect
you or your organization, and
holding them accountable when
that effect is negative.
When reaching out to others
seems like too much work, or it
feels embarrassing or intrusive,
it's tempting to just say, “It’s not
my job.”
It’s true, none of us is per-
sonally responsible for what
other people do or what happens
to them, unless something you
do directly helps, hurts, or hin-
ders them in some way.
However, companies can’t
survive or thrive unless employ-
ees help and support each other.
If co-workers don’t reach out to
help others, they, in turn, won’t
get the help they need at crucial
moments. When colleagues
reach out to help other employ-
ees, another link is added to the
strong chain that’s needed to
build the kind of organization
that benefits us all.
Social responsibility is built
on interlocking relationships in
which everyone takes responsi-
bility for each other as a group.
A person who takes action to
make a difference in her depart-
ment, division or the organiza-
tion as a whole understands that
the changes she brings about
will ultimately trickle down to
one person. That person could
be a customer, subordinate, or
even herself. She knows that by
reaching out to affect the greater
good she strengthens the bonds
that tie all stakeholders together,
increasing the organization’s
chances to not only survive but
to thrive and be successful.
Social responsibility means
looking at the issues that affect
individuals and, rather than
complaining or assigning blame,
asking what can be done to turn
those issues around, not just for
yourself but for the entire organ-
ization.
People who take social
responsibility seriously under-
stand that everything they do or
fail to do affects everyone else.
When you make positive contri-
butions for the greater good, you
make it easier for others to be
productive and successful. And
that means it’s likely you’ll also
make positive contributions to
the organization, improving
everyone’s chances for success.
But when all you do is constant-
ly complain you make the work-
place a little worse for everyone.
To be clear, if you really
want to change yourself and
your world, you must approach
it from all three rings of respon-
sibility because none of the
rings works well without the
other two.
It’s true, of course, that if
everyone took some personal
responsibility, there would be
less need for people to take on
social responsibility. But how
long do you think you’d be sit-
ting around waiting for every-
one to step up to the plate? How
far has that kind of thinking
gone to changing your organiza-
tions and our world so far?
The simple fact is when
stronger people take social
responsibility, it becomes easier
for those weaker to take person-
al responsibility. If you have the
talent and strength to take on
social responsibility to help turn
around your organization, then
you have the responsibility to






ity. And proximal responsibility
is the glue that holds it all
together.
It’s easier for groups and
individuals to relate to each
other, for social responsibility to
intersect with individual respon-
sibility, when it is all connected
through the lens of one-to-one
relationships. When you are
accountable to others and for
others, you strengthen your
identity as an individual while
also strengthening your ties to
the group.
At some point, every failure
of government, every financial
debacle in the business world,
continued on page 39
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ness spending on equipment
and software, but these opti-
mistic possibilities are offset
by the very same items that
have limited growth in the
recovery so far: weak housing,
weak state and local govern-
ment spending and weak
spending on offices and facto-
ries. 
With this weak economic
growth comes a weak labor
market, and unemployment
slowly declining, but still at
8.6 near the end of 2012.
Tepid growth leaves plenty of
excess capacity, subdued pric-
ing power and very little infla-
tion. That allows the Fed to
postpone rate increases that
we expect to begin late this
year or early next, as the sus-
tainability of a modest recov-
ery becomes clear and as the
need for preemptive action
against future inflation begins
to dominate monetary policy
decisions.
For an early look at where
we are this quarter and good
sense of where we are going,
take a look at the Ceridian-
UCLA Pulse of Commerce
IndexTM at www.ceridianin-
dex.com. It is based on diesel
fuel purchases by over-the-
road truckers at 7,000 truck-
stops all over the country. The
May data are extremely strong
N/A = Not Applicable WND - Would not Disclose  na = not available. The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To the best of our knowledge the information supplied is accurate as of press time. While
every effort is made to ensure the accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O.
Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979. Copyright 2010 by IEBJ.
Staff Leasing Companies Serving the I.E.
Ranked by Number of Offices in the Inland Empire
Company Name Number of Offices: 2008 Revenue, I.E. Year Established, I.E. Specialities Top Local Executive
Address Inland Empire Placements, I.E. Headquarters Title
City, State, Zip Companywide Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address
Select Personnel Services 6 WND 1985 Clerical, Steve Sorenson
1. 15371 Bonanza Rd 50+ Santa Barbara Light Industrial, CEO
Victorville, CA 92392 Engineering/Tech. (760) 245-1460/898-7111
www.selectstaffing.com
Amvigor Staffing Services 2 $1,000,000 1988 Engineering, Administrative, Vijay Telkikar
2. 1943 N. Campus Ave., Ste. B-158 2 20 Upland Clerical, Light Industrial, IT, Director 
Upland, CA 91786 Scientific & Technical (909) 920-5037/920-5040
amvigor1@yahoo.com
Drug Consultants, Inc. 1 $8,000,000 1988 Pharmacists & Nursing Ted E. Egula
3. 1945 Chicago, Ste.B 3 Riverside Placement CEO
Riverside, CA 92507 (951) 765-6019/231-2428
tequla@drugconsultantsinc.com
Princeton Corporate Consultants 1 $2,300,000 1986 Medical Device/ Howard Tarlow
4. 420 W. Baseline Rd., Ste. C 6 N/A Encino Pharmaceutical President
Claremont, CA 91711 (909) 625-3007/621-0315
www.princetonconsultants.com
after a disappointing string of
three months in a row. The
May data are consistent with
GDP growth in the 3%-4%
range.
A Frugal Consumer, not
an Expansive Consumer
To think clearly about the
future, we need to study care-
fully the past, keeping in mind
that some things repeat, and
some things don’t, and the
borderline between the two is
constantly changing. Although
we call it a business cycle, it
usually has been a consumer
cycle with sharp declines in
consumer spending on homes
and cars driving us into our
recessions, followed by
delayed and reluctant declines
in business spending first on
equipment and software and
last the long-lived business
assets: offices and factories.
The timing in the recover-
ies of these volatile compo-
nents of GDP is exactly the
same: homes, cars, equipment
and business structures. If the
next year is going to bring
exceptional growth, con-
sumers will need to express
their optimism in the way that
really counts – buying homes
and cars. And that is not going
to happen if businesses contin-
ue to express their pessimism
in the way that really counts –
by not hiring workers.
In addition to eight con-
sumer recessions, we have had
two “resets” or “structural
adjustments” – recessions that
were a symptom of some fun-
damental change in the econo-
my. The 1953 downturn was a
symptom of the transition
from wartime to a peacetime
economy, following the sign-
ing of the Korean War
Armistice on July 17, 1953.
Defense spending as a share of
GDP fell from 15% of GDP in
the second quarter of 1953 to
12% of GDP in the fourth
quarter of 1954. Firms that
were producing war materials
didn’t experience a V reces-
sion; it was an L for them. The
other reset was the Internet
Comeuppance following the
mad dash for the Web from
1996 to 2000, with businesses
pursuing profits that couldn’t
be found. Spending on equip-
ment and software as a share
of GDP rose to 9.7% in the
third quarter of 2000, but fell
back to 8.3% in the fourth
quarter of 2001. Firms in the
Silicon Valley didn’t experi-
ence a V recession; it was an L
for them.
What now makes the
future hard to see is that we
are experiencing a structural
adjustment layered on top of a
long-delayed consumer down-
turn. If it were just a consumer
downturn, the growth
prospects would be exception-
al. The structural adjustment
will hold us back in ways hard
to predict.
The structural adjustment
is a correction of highly-lever-
aged consumer balance sheets,
with the phantom assets creat-
ed in the dot-com and the
housing booms eviscerated
and with more savings needed
to repair the damage.
Here are the facts that sup-
port our view. Consumer
durables spending as a frac-
tion of GDP has fallen from a
normal 9% to an all-time low
in the second quarter of 2009
of 7.2%. Residential invest-
ment as a share of GDP has
fallen from a normal 5% of
GDP to an all-time low 2.4%
in the second quarter of 2009.
Business spending on equip-
ment and software which was
8% of GDP prior to this reces-
sion has fallen to 6.3% in the
third quarter of 2009, not an
all-time low but still plenty of
room for improvement.
A return to normal of these
three volatile components of
GDP would by itself increase
GDP by 1.8 + 2.6 + 1.7 = 6.1.
This makes it seem that we are
poised for some exceptional
growth.




continued from pg. 15
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Advertising Agencies In the Inland Empire
Listed Alphabeticallycontinued from page 10
Agency $ Cptlzd. Bllng (IE) % Print Top 3 Clients # of Employees/Offices Yr. Est. in IE Creative Director Top Local Exec.
Address $ Cptlzd. Bllng (Total) % Broadcast Inland Empire Hdqrts. Title Title
City/Zip $ Gross Income % Other Companywide Parent Co. Phone/Fax Phone/Fax
(Fiscal Year 2008) E-Mail Address E-Mail Address
RKR Media Associates, Inc. $2,400,000 35 Toyota of Temecula 15/1 2001 Jacob Meyers Judy Zulfiqar
17. 43176 Business Park Dr., Ste. 108 WND 40 Mt. San Jacinto College n/a Temecula Creative Director President
Temecula, CA 92590 $2,400,000 25 City of Pomona (951) 677-7681 (951) 694-4400
jacob@rkrmedia.com judy@rkrmedia.com
Winter Advertising Agency WND 80 County of Riverside, 3/1 1995 Mary Winter Mary Winter
18. 31217 Pauba Rd., Ste. 201 0 City of Ontario, Temecula Owner/Designer Owner/Designer 
Temecula, CA 92592 20 County of S.B. (951) 693-4800/693-4803 (951) 693-4800/693-4803
mary@winteradagency.com mary@winteradagency.com
N/A = Not Applicable WND - Would not Disclose  na = not available. The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To the best of our knowledge the information supplied is accurate as of press time. While
every effort is made to ensure the accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O.
Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979. Researched by Josephine Siu.  Copyright 2010 by IEBJ.
overall state spending has grown
from $110 billion in 1998-99 to
$218 billion in 2009-10.
Each year the Legislature approves a budget, but what matters
most is how the size and scope of government has changed over mul-
tiple years.
When you look at the big picture, it’s clear that California’s gov-
ernment is getting bigger and bigger, courtesy of your tax dollars.
The Big...
continued from pg. 15
So next time someone complains about budget cuts or says we
need higher taxes, show them these charts.
Tell them Sacramento ought to balance its budget without asking
you for more money. You’ve already giving enough—more than
enough!
STATER BROS. HONORS LOCAL
HERO JORDAN ROMERO,
YOUNGEST PERSON TO REACH
SUMMIT OF MOUNT EVEREST
$10,000 Donation from Stater Bros. Charities will help Bear
Valley Unified School District After School Homework Program
Stater Bros. was proud to join a crowd of over 500 local Big
Bear residents to welcome Jordan Romero and his family home from
their remarkable climb to the summit of Mount Everest.  Held on
Wednesday, June 9, the “Welcome Jordan and Live Your Dreams”
Fair celebrated the achievements of 13-year-old Jordan Romero and
his father and stepmother, who all reached the summit of Mount
Everest on May 22, 2010.  
Stater Bros. Big Bear Supermarket Manager, Rick Jaeger, per-
sonally presented a $10,000 check to Jordan for the Bear Valley
Unified School District’s After School Homework Program, which
is Jordan’s favorite charity.  Big Bear Mayor Liz Harris thanked
Jordan for dedicating the funds to such a worthy cause and further
stated, “As a community, we truly appreciate Stater Bros. and Stater
Bros. Charities and their amazing gift to help ensure that our middle
school students receive the additional support they need to be suc-
cessful.”
Stater Bros. Chairman and CEO Jack H. Brown stated, “This
was an incredible accomplishment from such a young  man, and we
felt that the best way to honor his determination and drive was to
make a meaningful donation to the charity of his choice.”
About Bear Valley Unified School District After School
Homework Program
Big Bear Middle School’s Homework Club has been a success-
ful program for students to work on assignments after the school day
since 1999.  Two certified teachers (one special educator, one regu-
lar educator) are available to assist students with their assignments
Monday through Friday from 2:05 p.m. -3:15 p.m. The ideal ratio of
teacher to student is 14:1.    Homework club is a suggested interven-
tion for students whose grades are slipping. The goal is to provide a
safe and quiet work space for students who might otherwise not have
these options available at home. Students have access to computers
to work on projects as well as one-on-one or small group instruction.
Make-up tests are also given during Homework Club. To sum it all
up, one of the 7th grade special needs’ students said, “I would not
have passed 7th grade if not for my Homework Club!”
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action, and we have always been
optimistic that we would reach a
solution that would be in the best
interests of Parkview’s patients and employees,” said Parkview CEO
Doug Drumwright. “We are very grateful that these lenders under-
stand how vital it is for Parkview to stay true to its mission of provid-
ing high-quality healthcare to all of our community members.”
“For decades, Parkview has provided a health safety net for tens
of thousands of people,” said Woodie Rucker-Hughes, chair of the
board of directors of Parkview. “We are thrilled that we are able to
continue to provide them with the same compassionate level of care.
This loan keeps us as a community, non-profit hospital whose sole
charge is to provide needed healthcare to the entire community.”
One of Parkview’s affiliated medical groups, PrimeCare Medical
Network, Inc., praised the hospital for resolving the situation.
"NAMM/PrimeCare Medical Network, Inc. has always been support-
ive of Parkview Hospital’s mission to provide care to all residents of
the local community,” said Leigh E. Hutchins, president/COO of
NAMM, CA. “We are pleased that Parkview will continue its 50+
year tradition of delivering quality health services to Riverside and to
members of the PrimeCare network."
News of the loan to Parkview was greeted warmly by Riverside
city and business leaders.
“Parkview is a treasured community asset, and the fact that it will
remain under local control is good news for the city and its resi-
dents,” Riverside Mayor Ron Loveridge said.
White Oak Partners, LLC, a leading financial advisory and under-
writing group, served as arranger and syndication agent for the cred-
it facility and Mosaic Capital, LLC served as financial advisor to
Parkview.
Parkview...
continued from pg. 1
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KAUAI—THE ENCHANTING GARDEN ISLE
By Camille Bounds, Travel Editor
Sired by Volcanoes
Kauai is not called the
Garden Island without good
reason—one look at the lush,
green vegetation that covers
almost its entire mass tells you
why. Ninety-five miles north-
west of Oahu and 27 minutes
by jet from Honolulu, Kauai is
the fourth largest of the
Hawaiian group.  Over thou-
sands of years the forces of
nature have altered Kauai.  It
has been said she was sired by
volcanoes and shaped by rain.
Kauai was built up by an
ancient volcano, Waialeale,
5,243 feet in elevation at its
highest peak.  Strong winds
and torrential rains—four-to-
six hundred inches a year—
fall on Waialeale and have
eroded gorges up to 3,000 feet
deep along its flanks;  and have
sent streams large enough to be




cally, Kauai is the oldest of the
Hawaiian chain.  It is a gem of
an island, nearly circular in
shape, with brilliant highlights
of scenic splendor uniquely its
own.  Its canyons and valleys
are more dramatically serrated;
its foliage more lush; and its
beaches more jewel-like than
any of the other islands.  It is
an island which demands
superlatives.   Many claim it is
Hawaii’s most beautiful. You
can swim in some of the deep-
est falls and watch streams
flow from the others. Water
becomes the source, the power




According to legend, Pele,
the fire goddess, tried first to
make a home on Kauai for her-
self and her lover, Lohiau, then
King of Kauai. Due to the
many streams, waterfalls and
rain forests, she was unable to
dig a dry pit where she could
start her fire, (which she had to
have to survive).   She contin-
ued south to the other islands,
finally stopping on the island
of Hawaii (a much dryer
island) where, as legend has it,
she still lives in Kilauea
Volcano, and her voice can still
be heard rumbling from the
depths of Kilauea.
Muumuus and Religion
Kauai was the first of the
Hawaiian Islands that Captain
Cook visited in 1798, and it
was the last of Hawaii’s inde-
pendent kingdoms.  The first
successful sugar plantation was
established here. Kauai is the
o n l y
i s l a n d
where the
f r a g r a n t
mokihana
b e r r i e s
g r o w .
Conversion, not climate pro-
pelled the first missionaries to
heathen Kauai, where they
immediately covered the
women in tent-like muumuus
and began to preach the gospel.
These days going muumuu
clad is not the usual attire, but
religion still predominates the
population.   
A Russian Offer
An interesting fact of the
history of Kauai is that at one
point a Russian emissary
almost convinced King
Kaumualii to break off the uni-
fication of the islands with
King Kamehameha, and put
Kauai under Russian protec-
tion.  The remains of the
Russian fort that was built at
that time at Waimea Bay is a
reminder of the nineteenth cen-
tury rivalry between the United
States, Great Britain, France
and Russia for control of the




H a w a i i ’ s
r e m a i n i n g
i n d e p e n d e n t
until 1898.
C o w b o y s
and Pineapple
H a w a i i ’ s
first sugar plantation was start-
ed at Koloa, (at the most south-
ern tip of Kauai), in 1835.
Pineapple, bananas, papayas
and more than half the state’s
crop of taro (for poi) are grown
in this area. You would never
expect to find cowboys in
Kauai let alone Hawaii, but
you will find them here raising
and herding prize cattle on
many varied sized ranches.
Science and Research
This little island also plays
a prominent role in scientific
research and exploration.  A
tracking station at Kokee have
kept tabs on our men in space,
and Barking Sands is head-
quarters for an underwater test
range devoted mostly to anti-
submarine warfare.
A Spotman’s Paradise
Kauai is a sportsmen’s par-
adise, offering a wide variety
of outdoor activities year-
round, such as surfing, outrig-
ger canoeing, windsurfing and
sailing. Deep sea fishing char-
ters and bone fishing expedi-
tions are available. Water-ski-
ing on the Huleia River, Wailua
River or at Hanalei Bay are the
best you will experience.
Coastline cruises along the Na
Pali cliffs are a must for the
best visual offerings of the
island.  For the hardy rugged
types, hiking along Na Pali
cliff or into the wilds of
Kalalau Valley affords a look at
the unspoiled scenic beauties
described by Jack London in
several of his South Seas sto-
ries. Whale watching
(November through May) off
Kauai’s Nawiliwilli and Na
Pali coastlines is a unique
experience and should be high
on a list of activities.
Horseback riding is avail-
able in the Hanalei, Wailua,
Lawai and Kahili mountain
regions.  And some of the
finest golf courses found any-
where are located in the
Hanalei, Wailua, Kalapaki and
continued on page 31
Heana Beach, Kauai
Waialeale, Kauai Hawaii
E X E C U T I V E  T I M E  O U T
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R & D MECHANICAL
35430 AZALEA CIR.
WINCHESTER, CA 92596
SIMPLY TLC PET SITTING
53685 EISENHOWER DR.
LA QUINTA, CA 92253
WISE, ELIZABETH
53685 EISENHOWER DR.



























LA QUINTA, CA 92253
INDIO COOLING & 
HEATING SUPPLY







AAA LOCK & KEY
26356 ERISE SPRING RD.
MENIFEE, CA 92584
GONZALEZ, NANCY
26356 ERISE SPRING RD.
MENIFEE, CA 92584
BLUE RIVER POOLS






























































LA QUINTA, CA 92253
BECERRA, SILVERIA
51060 AVENIDA VELASCO
LA QUINTA, CA 92253
JOE’S EXPRESS SMOG




1516 PALMA BONITA LN.
PERRIS, CA 92571




CANYON LAKE, CA 92587
OCHOA, MELISSA DIANE
25915 TURFWOOD
SUN CITY, CA 92585
THAI FOOD HOUSE
1231 W. RAMSEY ST.
BANNING, CA 92220
continued from page. 18
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Certified Public Accountant Firms
Ranked by Number of CPA’s in the Inland Empire
Company Name # CPA’s in I.E. Year # Offices in I.E. Industries and Specialities Top Local Executive
Address # Prtnrs in I.E. Founded # Offices in Co. Title
City/State/Zip Ttl. Emplys in  I.E. Headquarters Telephone/Fax
E-Mail Address
Vavrinek, Trine, Day, & Co., LLP 140 1948 4 Financial Institutions, Government Agencies, Ron S. White
1. 8270 Aspen St. 18 5 Real Estate, Manufacturing, Managing Partner
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 130 Rancho Cucamonga Construction, Non-Profit, Corporate Finance (909) 466-4410/466-4431
rwhite@vtdcpa.com
Eadie & Payne, LLP 32 1919 2 Construction, Health Care, Manufacturing, John F. Prentice
2. 300 E. State St., Ste. 350 7 2 Audit, Tax, Business & Personal Planning Managing Partner
Redlands, CA 92373 40 Redlands Estate & Tax Planning, Elder Care (909) 793-2406/792-3516
prentice@eadiepaynellp.com
Vicenti, Lloyd, & Stutzman, LLP, 30 1953 1 Service Firms, Manufacturers, Charter Schools, Carl Pon/Mary Ann Quay
3. Business Consultants & CPA’s 9 Colleges & Universities, Other Non-profits, Individuals/Families Co-Managing Partners
2210 E. Route 66, Ste. 100 64 Glendora Accounting, Interim Controller, Pension Plan Audits, (626) 857-7300/857-7302
Glendora, CA 91740 Tax Planning, Business Valuation, Fraud Investigations info@vlsllp.com 
Soren McAdam Christenson, LLP 30 1977 1 Healthcare, Manufacturing, Construction, Roger E. Wadell
4. 2068 Orange Tree Ln., Ste. 100 10 Auditing & Accounting Services, Tax Preparation & Managing Partner
Redlands, CA 92374 60 Redlands Consulting, Business Valuation & Consulting (909) 798-2222/798-9772
rwadell@smc-cpas.com
Ahern, Adcock, Devlin, LLP 18 2000 1 Healthcare, Pension 403(B), Michael Adcock
5. 2155 Chicago Ave., Ste. 100 6 1 Government, Commercial Business, Managing Partner
Riverside, CA 92507 30 Riverside Non-Profit (951) 683-0672/686-7780
mradcock@aadcpas.com
Rogers, Anderson, Malody, & Scott, LLP 18 1948 1 Audits, Reviews, Construction, Tax and Consulting Phill Waller
6. 290 N. D St., Ste. 300 9 1 for Real Estate, Health Care, Government and Non-Profits, Managing Partner
San Bernardino, CA 92401 36 San Bernardino Manufacturing (909) 889-0871/889-5361
pwaller@ramscpa.net
Mellon, Johnson, & Reardon, CPAs 14 1955 2 Construction, Agriculture, Manufacturing, Medical, Steven H. Spears
7. 3270 Inland Empire Blvd., Ste. 300 7 2 Accounting, Taxation, Consulting Managing Partner
Ontario, CA 91764 14 Ontario (909) 985-7286/982-0487
sspears@mjrcpas.com
Brabo, Carlsen, & O’Brien, LLP 10 1988 2 Financial Statements, Tax Planning & Services, Estate Planning & Family Office, Mike Brabo
8. 1111 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Ste. 203 4 2 CFO & Business Services, Valuations & Buy/Sell Transactions, Litigation Support Partner
Palm Springs, CA 92262 16 Palm Springs & Forensic Accounting, Accounting Information Systems (760) 320-0848/322-4626
mike@bco-cpas.com
Teaman, Ramirez, & Smith, Inc. 9 1936 1 Income/ Estate Tax Services, Audit & Accounting Services, Richard Teaman
9. 4201 Brockton Ave., Ste. 100 4 1 Fraud Prevention & Investigation Services President
Riverside, CA 92501 31 Riverside (951) 274-9500/274-7828
rteaman@trscpas.com
Kuebler, Prodhomme, & Co., CPAs 8 1982 2 Advanced Tax Planning/ Preparation, Gregory J. Prudhomme
10. 43500 Ridge Park Dr., Ste. 104 2 2 Litigation Support/ Business Valuation, Estate Planning, President
Temecula, CA 92590 15 Temecula Land Development (951) 676-3013/676-7184
greg@kpcoinc.com
Rogers, Clem, & Co. 8 1966 1 Medical Practice Accounting Dale Duncan
11. 1067 Park View Dr. 5 1 Automotive, Medical, Estate & Financial Planning, Managing Partner
Covina, CA 91724 11 Covina Construction, Manufacturing (626) 858-5100/332-7012
www.rogersclem.com
Swenson Corporation, CPAs 8 1949 1 Tax Planning and Compliance, Assurance Dean Norling
12. 10606 N. Trademark Parkway, Ste. 203 4 1 Services, Performance Measurement, Family Owned Managing Partner
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 15 Rancho Cucamonga Business Specialists (909) 989-5867/989-1471
dnorling@swensoncorp.com
Genske, Mulder, & Co. 7 1981 1 Agriculture, Construction, Manufacturing, Glenn Hoaglane
13. 4150 E. Concours St., Ste. 250 6 3 Accounting, Income & Estate Tax Managing Partner
Ontario, CA 91764 28 Costa Mesa (909) 483-2100/483-2109
www.genskemulder.com
Streit & Peters CPAs, Inc. 6 1976 2 Small Business, Construction, Real Estate, HOA’s Chuck Peters/Dave M. Streit
14. 1175 Idaho Street Ste. 202 2 2 Managing Partners
Redlands, CA 92374 18 Redlands (909) 307-2323/307-2003
dstreit@streitandpeters.com
Lightfoot, Ralls, & Lightfoot, LLP 6 1946 1 Trusts, Estates, Financial Services, Income Tax John H. Lightfoot
15. 675 W. Foothill Blvd., Ste. 300 3 1 CPA
Claremont, CA 91711 10 Claremont (909) 626-2623/626-2743
johnl@lrlcpa.com
Lund & Guttry, LLP 5 1953 1 Public Sector, Hospitality, Health Care, Real Estate, Gary Dack
16. 39700 Bob Hope Dr., Ste. 309 3 1 Tax Planning, Audits, Litigation Support, Managing Partner
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270 16 Rancho Mirage Business Consultation, Estates, Trusts (760) 568-2242/346-8891
gdack@lundandguttry.com
continued on page. 36
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Commercial Printers
Ranked by 2009 Sales Volume continued on page 28
Name 2009 # of Employees Products Press Type Services Top Local Executive
Address $ Sales Volume Year Established Colors Specialties Title
City/State/Zip Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address
Advance Business Graphics 46,500,000 200 Labels, Digital, Commercial Printing 31 Web & Sheet Fed Document & Print Mgmnt., Billing Dan Ablett
1. 3810 Wabash Dr. 1955 Direct Mail, Creative Services, 1-8 Colors, 1-8 Foils & Mailing Svcs., Design, Typesetting, CEO
Mira Loma, CA 91752 Fulfilment, Warehousing, Distribution & Coating Full Electronic Pre-Press (951) 361-7001/361-7085
info@abgraphics.com
UBS Printing Group, Inc. 29,300,000 73 Folding Cartons, KBA 8 Color (In-Line UV) Full Service Capabilties, Gene Hamrick
2. 2577 Research Dr. 1989 Commercial Printing, 40”, 29” In-Line UV, President/Owner
Corona, CA 92882 Books, Manuals, Binding 1 Thur 8, Perfecting Stolastic Printing, Bindery, (951) 273-7900/278-4921
Die Making & Cutting ghamrick@ubsprint.com
Crown Printers 7,053,000 40 Marketing & Advertising, 40” 6 Color, Plus Coating Color Printing, Digital Printing, Denny Shorett
3. 250 W. Rialto Ave. 1970 Direct Mail, Litho, Digital Variable Complete Finishing, President
San Bernardino, CA 92408 Catalogs, Brochures Data, CTP Fulfillment, Distributation, (909) 888-7531/885-0371
1-6 Colors Mailing denny@crownconnect.com
Robinson Printing & 5,425,000 25 Product Catalogs, Brochures, Packaging, 4 Color Komori Creative Marketing & Graphic Design, Dave Robinson
4. Creative Media 1924 Calendars, Posters, Mailers, Presentation Ryobi Printing Certified Supplier Medical Printing, President
42685 Rio Nedo Street Folders, Stationery, Programs In-House Bindery (951) 296-0300/296-0306
Temecula, CA 92590 dave@robinsonprinting.com
Faust Printing, Inc. 5,000,000 29 Catalogs, Magazine, 29x41 Six color with coater, High resolution printing Rose Mary Faust
5. 8656 Utica Ave., Ste. 100 1963 Marketing Materials 29x41 Five color perfector, CEO
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 (909) 980-1577/989-9716
info@faustprinting.com
Advanced Color Graphics 4,000,000 19 Commercial Sheet-Fed Printing, 640 Heidelberg CD with Coater High Quality, Quick Turn, Steve Thompson
6. 245 York Place 1992 Brochures, Catalogs, Manuals, 240 Heidelberg 102 ZP Perfector In-House Design, Electronic Owner
Claremont, CA 91711 Packaging Heidelberg QM 46 Quickmaster Pre-Press, Full Bindery (909) 625-3381/625-2081
sthompson@acgonline.com
So Cal Commercial Printers 3,600,000 40 Newspapers, Newsletters, Web offset and UV, Goss 8 Units, Rotary Web, Printing, Tabloids, Pat McLemore
7. 4665 Vine St. 2001 Flexi-Books, 22 Units Tensor 4 Color Towers & Flexis, Gloss Covers, Bindery, Plant Manager
Riverside, CA 92507 Advertising Supplements, Two 3 Color Towers, Back to Back 4 Delivery, Community (951) 368-5528/787-7149
Periodicals Color 16 Page 32 Tab & 64 Book Pages Newspapers www.socalcommercialprinting.com
Ace Direct Co. 2,000,000 10 Commercial Printing, Offset In-Line Aqueous Coating, Mark Lawrence
8. 948 Vella Road 1979 Digital Asset Management, 5 Color & Aquedus Coating, Conventional and Electronic Partners
Palm Springs, CA 92264 Creative Design Full Color Process, 5 Color Litho Pre-Press, In-House Bindery, (760) 969-5500/969-5501
Direct Mailing Campaigns mlawrence@acedirect.com
Color Tech Printing & Mailing 2,000,000 25 Mailing Service, Catalogs, Komori’s & Ryobi Mailing Services, Printing Bill Berndt
9. 1601 Chicago Avenue 1984 Posters, Postcards, Brochures, 2,4 & 5 Color on Plastic & Agurous Coatings, President
Riverside, CA 92507 Newsletters, Sales & Marketing Variable Data Letter (951) 788-1500/788-2328
Support Material info@colortechprinting.com
Wirz & Co. Printing, Inc. 1,788,725 17 Commercial Printing 4, 2, and 1, 4 Color Brochures, Newsletters, Charles Wirz
10. 444 Colton Ave. 1986 Digital and Traditional, Envelopes President
Colton, CA 92324 Minolta Digital (909) 825-6970/825-7169
fred@wirzco.com
Printing & Promotion 1,500,000 5 Graphic Design, Offset Printing, 4 Color Ryobi-524 Graphic Design, Jon Melzer
11. Plus, Inc. 1984 High Volume Digital Copies, Brochures, 2 Color 3302 Mailing, Online Printing CEO
930 S. Mt. Vernon Ave., Ste. 200 Newsletters, Mailing House, Mailings, (909) 370-0860/824-2396
Colton, CA 92324 Binding jon.melzer@printproplus.com
Performance Marketing 1,222,244 4 Commercial Printing 1-4 Colors Graphic Design & Creative Natalie A. Young
12. 1251 Pomona Rd., #101 1991 Specialty Printing Full Color Capability Services, Promotional Program President
Corona, CA 92587 Promotion Printing Management (951) 273-7390/273-7395
Natalie@performancepromo.com
Copies & Ink 1,200,000 7 Printed Marketing, 2-5 Traditional Color, 4 Color Digital Printing, William Alpert
13. 10722 Arrow Route, Ste. 102 1966 Communications Materials, Digital Presses 5 Color Printing & Bindery, Direct Mail President
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 Business Marketing Collateral, Social Integrated Campaigns (909) 948-3553/948-3554
Publications bill@copiesandink.com
Inland Color Graphics 1,200,000 5 Full Color Printing, Photography, Heidelberg, High-end, Short Run, 4 Color Collateral, Carl Vitolo
14. 2054 Tandem Way 1986 Photo Manipulation, Marketing Design Nexpress 4 Variable Data-driven 4 Color, President
Norco, CA 92860 Digital & Conventional Photography (951) 278-0575/278-2775
diannec@icgcolor.com
Printing Resources of So. Calif. 1,100,000 9 Business Cards, Specialty Advertising Heidelberg QM 46-2 Online Ordering System, Automatic Nancy DeDiemar
15. 893 West 9th St. 1970 or Promotional Products Ryobi 3302 Direct Mail Marketing Campaigns Owner/President
Upland, CA 91786 One, Two & Three Spot Colors (PMS) File Trans. Via Website, (909) 981-5715/981-9396
nancy@printingresources.com
Alphagraphics 1,000,000 9 Design, Copy, 4 Color Design, One on One Marketing Tim Main
16. 9016 Archibald Ave. 1985 Business Printing Zerox DOC240 Owner
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 Heidelberg (909) 989-8550/989-0400
tmain@alphagraphics.com
A to Z Printing Co., Inc. 1,000,000 8 Books, Mags., Brochures, Catalogs, Heidelberg, Harris, Multi 1250 In-House Art Dept., Allison Dale
17. 4330 Van Buren Blvd. 1921 Flyers, Newsletters, Letterheads, Ryobi-582 Letterpress, Folding, President
Riverside, CA 92503 Envelopes, Cards, Pads, Labels 1 - 4 Color Bindery, Union Label, (951) 689-4411/687-6387
Windmill-Vertical Graphic Design general@a-zprinting.com
Sunwest Printing, Inc. 900,000 9 Brochures, Newsletters, Mailers, 1-4 Color Heid, Full Service Printing, Nick Lopez & John Lopez
18. 390 N. H St. 1987 Banners Design, Full Bindery Owners 
San Bernardino, CA 92410 (909) 885-7599/889-7688
www.sunwestprint.com
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your organization just because
people have different priorities
and different ways of approaching
tasks?” asks Haley. “If someone gave you an exact answer, I’m
betting the number of minutes would shock you. Defining your
values will increase efficiency and boost performance because
everyone will be on the same page. Without alignment, though,
focus is much harder to achieve.”
It facilitates employee “ownership.” If at various points in
your life you’ve rented an apartment and owned a home, you
know that there’s a world of difference between the two. In an
apartment, the buck rarely stops with the renter. There’s a build-
ing superintendent to fix what’s broken, and if the floors get a lit-
tle scuffed, well…they’re not yours. But when you’re paying a
mortgage, you’re responsible for anything that breaks—and
you’re going to be a lot more diligent in terms of maintenance.
“The same thing goes for your employees,” Haley asserts. “If
someone’s job is just a paycheck to him, he’ll take care of his
responsibilities, but he won’t go beyond the call of duty. However,
when employees feel that they have a personal stake in the com-
pany’s culture and future, they’ll work with more heart and soul.
They’ll hold themselves accountable. They’ll genuinely care
about where their organization is headed, because they’re interest-
ed in its future and reputation and not just in collecting a pay-
check.”
It aligns and unifies people rather than dividing them. When a
team’s only governing stricture is “This project needs to be done
by next Tuesday,” there’s a lot of leeway as to the “how.” In such
an environment, the self-centered, the power-hungry, the divas,
and the bullies can all thrive. You know who these people are:
they get the job done, but their methods are divisive, their atti-
tudes are negative, and they’re really in it only for Number One.
Are they really the ones you want propelling your organization?
“When companies adopt core values, everyone has to agree on
what they mean and how they’ll look in action,” Haley explains.
“This sort of consensus puts everyone on an equal footing in a
way that transcends position and hierarchy—it ensures mutual
courtesy and respect. Essentially, core values facilitate a ‘One for
All’ mentality instead of a ‘One vs. All’ mentality because hidden
agendas and petty power plays can’t thrive.”
People who don’t “fit” are immediately weeded out. Despite a
company’s best efforts to incorporate purpose and values into its
culture, there will inevitably be dissenters who refuse to adjust
their behaviors. Maybe it’s the hotshot designer who thinks his
talent places him above the rules (like the “Dwight” character in
Haley’s book) or the disparaging sales manager who derides your
company’s values as “touchy-feely mumbo-jumbo.” The oft-
painful bottom line is this: these individuals must go because their
cynicism and uncooperativeness undermine the purpose and
effectiveness of the organization as a whole.
“Employees either buy into the core values or they don’t, and
if they don’t, they have to leave,” Haley states. “There’s no mid-
dle ground here—everyone has to shape up or ship out, because
those who aren’t living the values are like poison. Their negativi-
ty and rule-breaking will inevitably disillusion others. The good
news is, it usually doesn’t take long for these values-saboteurs to
make themselves obvious. If you give them a chance to change
their behaviors and they don’t take it, you’ve got to stick to your
guns.
“And along those lines, having a set of core values makes it
easier to hire the right people. Even the world’s most talented
project manager will still bring you down if he undermines values,
so remember: Hire Values, Train
Are Values...
continued from pg. 13
continued on page 34
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Increased Construction Jobs
SUPPORT AB 1846 (M. Perez; D-Coachella) JOB CREATOR:
Expedited Environmental Review - Streamlines the CEQA approval
process for certain projects by allowing industries subject to compli-
ance with greenhouse gas regulations under AB 32 to go through an
expedited environmental review through a focused environmental
impact report. Senate Environmental Quality Committee hearing
held on June 14.
Costly Workplace Mandates
OPPOSE AB 2187 (Arambula; I-Fresno) JOB KILLER:
Expanded Employer Liability - Creates a significant disincentive to
locate jobs and operations in California by potentially criminalizing
almost any legitimate wage dispute with a terminated employee that
takes longer than 90 days to resolve. Senate Labor and Industrial
Relations Committee hearing held on June 23.
Economic Development Barriers
OPPOSE AB 846 (Torrico; D-Fremont) JOB KILLER: Anti-
Business Cost Increases - Significantly increases the cost of doing
business in California by placing an automatic increase on fines and
penalties without legislative review and requires state agencies to
levy, at a minimum, a fine at a level that recovers the alleged “eco-
nomic benefit” derived by the business from the violation. Senate
Governmental Organization Committee hearing held on June 22.
OPPOSE SB 1275 (Leno; D-San Francisco) JOB KILLER:
Delays Residential Construction Industry Recovery - Hinders recov-
ery of the residential construction industry by reducing the availabil-
ity of credit due to delays in resolving delinquent loans by requiring
lenders to determine a borrower’s eligibility for a loan modification
prior to the filing of a notice of default. Assembly Banking and
Finance Committee hearing held on June 21.
Expensive, Unnecessary Regulatory Burdens
OPPOSE AB 2578 (Jones; D-Sacramento) JOB KILLER:
Inappropriate Price Control - Reduces health care choices, access and
quality by creating additional bureaucracy to impose price controls
on health insurance policies while failing to address the major cost
drivers of rising medical costs. Senate Health Committee hearing
held on June 23.
Health
OPPOSE SB 1200 (Leno; D-San Francisco) Increases premiums
by requiring health plans to provide reimbursement for school-based
medical care. Assembly Health Committee hearing held on June 22.
Workers’ Compensation
OPPOSE AB 933 (Fong; D-Cupertino) Utilization Review -
Increases the cost of performing utilization review (UR) on medical
treatment requests by requiring all doctors who make UR decisions
to be licensed in California. Senate Labor and Industrial Relations
Committee hearing held on June 23.
Labor and Employment
OPPOSE AB 2340 (Monning; D-Carmel) Expansion of Leave
Requirements - Potentially makes the management of overlapping
leave requests unfeasible or unfair continued on page 3
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
RELAY FOR LIFE
Serrano Middle School 
July 17-18, 2010
For information, please contact
Dave Yee, Event Chair, 909.532.0985 or
Jennifer Palmer, Relay Manager, 951.204.9257
www.relayforlife.org/montclairca
Wakefield, who is a sculptor and
designer, envisions this garden as a
place where artists and visitors can
appreciate the works of musicians and artists.  The rooftop garden
will offer valley and mountain views.  There are also plans for a 250-
seat theatre to be included in the building.  It will be a “one stop”
showcase for the arts.  
Wakefield’s mission will be to get enough funding to pay the $2.5
million price tag.
It is expected to create up to 50 jobs at a time when jobs are des-
perately needed.
With so many vacant buildings, plans such as this should be wel-
comed.
Vacant...
continued from pg. 1
•Prop. 24 would repeal about
$1.7 billion in tax breaks for busi-
nesses.
• Prop. 25 would change the legislative vote requirement to
adopt a budget from two-thirds to a simple majority.
• Prop. 26 would change the Constitution to require voters to
approve by a two-thirds vote some local levies now identified as
“fees.”
• Prop. 27 would eliminate the 14-member state commission
on redistricting and consolidate authority for establishing state
Assembly, Senate and Board of Equalization district boundaries
with elected state representatives responsible for drawing congres-
sional districts.  It also provides that voters will have authority to
reject electoral district boundary maps approved by the
Legislature.
November’s...
continued from pg. 2
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INLAND EMPIRE People and Events
Eisenhower Medical Center donated $15,000 to the Desert
Cancer Foundation.
The foundation treats people, who lack insurance or suffi-
cient funds, by working with health care companies that pro-
vide services at a reduced cost.
“Desert Cancer Foundation is one of the finest organizations
in the entire Coachella Valley,” Eisenhower Medical Center
Foundation President Michael Landes said.
For more information about Eisenhower Medical Center
visit www.emc.org.
Bankers teach children about saving money.
Learning to manage money can be a challenge
for adults. That is why Canyon National Bank
has designed a program to help teach kids the
value of a dollar early on.
The first “Teach the Children to Save” com-
munity outreach program was launched by the
bank and team leaders James Gibson, Linda
Waller, Roger Dibble, Chad Jones, Sandy Miller,
Sandi Goodall , Elena Adame and Mike Smith.
The bank donated a paid workday to
employees who volunteered, giving them time to
visit schools and talk to kids about the program.
The financial experts developed a “talk and
teach” program for six Coachella Valley schools.
Each child received a certificate of participation
and brochures on savings accounts and how to
become a successful saver.
For more information about Canyon National
Bank visit www.canyonnational.com.
McCallum Theatre was granted $1.4 million dollars for ren-
ovations.
The $1.4 million revamp will include new seat upholstery
and carpeting, a lobby bar, a revamped coffee shop and a more
energy-efficient air conditioning system.
“I think the word is fresh,” said Dan Rose, the building
superintendent and project supervisor. “We’ve had a lot of
comments over the years, you know, ‘The building really needs
to be freshened up.”’
For more information about McCallum Theatre visit
www.mccallumtheatre.com.
The Community Presbyterian Church of Cathedral City
Women’s Circle has awarded a $1,000 scholarship to Cristian
Carbajal, a Cathedral City High School senior who has been
accepted to the Bob Cole Conservatory of Music at California
State University, Long Beach.
For more information about The Community Presbyterian
Church of Cathedral City visit www.churchinthecove.org.
Installation next month of a solar power farm
at Coachella’s wastewater treatment plant along
Avenue 54 will help the city save money and pro-
mote conservation and sustainability at the same
time.
The system is expected to be operational in
January and save the city about $30,000 a year,
said Paul Toor, city public works director.
“Not only is it (providing a) cost savings, but
you are promoting renewable and clean energy,”
Paul Toor said.
The solar farm would be set up on 3.44 acres
at the Coachella Sanitary District, 87-075 Avenue
54.
For more information about the city of
Coachella visit www.coachella.org.
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Commercial Printers
Ranked by 2009 Sales Volume continued from page. 24
Name 2009 # of Employees Products Press Type Services Top Local Executive
Address $ Sales Volume Year Established Colors Specialties Title
City/State/Zip Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address
ZAP - Corona Printing 900,000 8 Marketing Material, Brochures, Ryobi 3302, Ryobi 3304 In-House Graphic Design, Paula A. Montanez
19. 127 Radio Rd. 1972 Mailers, Product Sheets, AB Dick, Fully Compatible President
Corona, CA 92879 Forms, Stationery, 1-4 Color In-House With Customer Created Files, (951) 734-8181/737-1791
Business Cards Mac & PC paula@zapcolor.com
Redlands Blueprint & 840,000 10 Business Stationery, Brochures, WND In-House Computer Graphics, Daney Bachiu
20. Commercial Printing Co. 1946 Booklets, Folders, Newsletters, Custom Printing, Bindery, Partner
922 B New York St. Reprographics, Color Copies, Banners, Service Is Our Specialty (909) 792-3478/335-1121
Redlands, CA 92374 Labels, Courtroom Displays, Reports info@redlandsblueprint.com
Acrey & Tharp Printing 800,000 4 Catalogs, Presentation Folders, 204 Man Roland, 4 Color Hamada, Packet Folders, David Tharp
21. 7271 Old Hwy. 215 E. 1985 Brochures, Manuals, Mailers, Letterheads, Davidson 700 Brochures, Owner
Riverside, CA 92508 Books, Magazines, Envilopes, Laminating Catalogs (951) 653-4922/653-3408
dtharp@acreytharp.com
Harper’s Printing 300,000 4 Printing, Copying, Publishing AB Dick  Fax, Typesetting, Elmer Harper
22. 1956 N. “E” St. 1984 Yearbooks, Binding Services, 2-Color Self, Full Service Owner
San Bernardino, CA 92405 Young Authors Copying, Binding (909) 882-1234/882-2772
harpersprinting@hotmail.com
RDS Printing & Graphics WND 8 Full Color Offset, High Speed Digital DOCU Color 2060 & Printing Digital & Offset, Bindery, Robert Saiz
23. 1714 E. Grevillea Court 1990 Color, High Speed Black & White, 6060, Heidleberg 4 color, Laminating Mounting, Variable President
Ontario, CA 91761 Wide Format,Variable Printing Hamada 2 Color Printing, Mailing, (909) 923-8831/923-3266
Color Offset And Digital Direct To Plate bob@rdsprinting.com
Pomona Print Stop WND 6 Volume Copies, Business Forms, 4 AB Dick Presses, High Volume Joe & Neal Cantone
24. 9077 Arrow Rte., Ste. 120 1977 Flyers, Business Cards, Envelopes, 3 Digital Doc-U-Techs Copy Usage Owners
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 Manuals, Catalogs Models 6180,2 135, 2045 Color (909) 593-8993/989-5352
pomonaprintstop@aol.com
ment.
As of the first quarter, financial
activities employment was off by
730,000 jobs since its fourth quarter of 2006 peak, a decline of 8.7%.
An industry that was once viewed in the secular growth category has
proved itself to be highly cyclical, not a good omen for the stability
of future office demand. More importantly financial activities
employment is now back to where it was in mid-1999! Indeed
employment in this sector is forecast to be well below its peak level
at the end of 2012.
In a related vein, even the law business—a core tenant for pricey
CBD office space—is now under extreme stress. Employment in
legal firms over the past year declined by 28,000 jobs, or 2.5%. Here
is a business, which was once thought to be recession-resistant, now
suffering through the pains of a fundamental restructuring of its busi-
ness model, the billable hour.
In terms of office demand, I am hard pressed to come up with a
scenario where demand recovers quickly and because the employ-
ment declines have been so severe it is reasonable to assume that
many office-using firms are carrying excess space relative to their
needs. Thus, as leases roll over, tenants will just as likely reduce their
space demands as increase them.
In the case of retail demand, the consumer has been chastened by
the bear market in homes and stocks and a significant fall in the rate
of pay increases. Where earlier in the decade and in the late 1990s
private sector compensation was growing in the 3-4% range, of late
it has been increasing at a 1-1.5% rate. From 1991-2007 consumers
financed part of their consumption from gains accruing from rising
stock and home prices.
As a consequence, the savings rate collapsed from an historic 7-
10% down to a low 1-2%. It has subsequently popped to 4-5%. And
in all likelihood, it is on the road back to 7% after an intermediate
decline from 2011-2013, caused by increased taxation on high
income taxpayers, to the 2-3% range. 
Along the way, consumers have started to pay down debt in an
unprecedented manner. After rising
The Outlook...
continued from pg. 6
continued on page 34
REAL ESTATE NOTES
Dedeaux Properties Celebrates 135k-Sq.-Ft. Inland Empire
Lease With Plenty of Ribbon
Hollywood Ribbon Industries inked a lease for 135k sq. ft. of
industrial space at a recently renovated Rancho Cucamonga proper-
ty. Located at 9000 Rochester Avenue, south of Foothill Boulevard
and just west of I-15, the property offers expanded loading docks
and a new concrete yard. The five-year deal is worth $2.2 million,
or about $0.27/sf/mo.
The property is owned by LA-based Dedeaux Properties LLC, a
family-controlled partnership which has a history of over 50 years
in the development, acquisition and management of over 4 million
square feet of industrial properties located predominantly in
Southern California and the Greater Chicago area. Dedeaux
Properties’ legal counsel was John Duffy at DLA Piper in down-
town Los Angeles.
Brett Dedeaux, Rustin Mork and Anthony Dedeaux from
Binswanger/Realty Advisory Group brokered the transaction, rep-
resenting Dedeaux Properties and Hollywood Ribbon Industries,
manufacturers of ribbons and bows, and leaders in the gift wrap
industry for more than 50 years.
Commenting on the deal, Brett Dedeaux points out, “This is a
classic example of a long-standing Los Angeles’ firm operating out
of an older, inefficient space moving to the Inland Empire to bene-
fit from efficiencies of a newer, more modern facility. In addition,
Hollywood Ribbon is taking advantage of the current real estate
environment to strike a deal at enticing, economic lease terms.
“Although lease rates still have a while to go to return to pric-
ing at the peak of the market in 2007, activity for 2010 has picked
up substantially and leasing has continued on page 30
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unsustainable.”
Here are a few important
steps that must be taken before
sustainable growth can be
achieved in the U.S.:
• Eradicate “short-ter-
mism.” The first step to retool-
ing our economy is to confront
openly and honestly the short-
term interests that dominate the
U.S. capital markets. As previ-
ously mentioned, nearly 70 per-
cent of U.S. corporations’ stock
is owned by institutions, which
on average hold stock for 12
months or less. Such short-ter-
mism fueled the real estate bal-
loon and the derivatives manip-
ulations that brought down the
economy when they collapsed
like a house of cards. To change
the rules of the game in a way
that mitigates the dominance of
short-termism in the current sys-
tem, four concrete steps must be
taken:
1. Public companies must
be required by the SEC, the list-
ing exchanges, and by their
boards of directors to disclose
with complete transparency
their “non-authentic earnings.”
(More on non-authentic earn-
ings below.)
2. The short-term “renting”
of stock must be discouraged by
increasing the holding period for
long-term capital gains to three
years and by imposing similar




should be more properly aligned
with the long-term creation of
real growth by requiring man-
agement to be held accountable
for the results of their decisions
for three years after their service
ends, or face compensation
“clawbacks.”
4. Public companies must
be required to disclose their
short-term and long-term
growth and innovation portfo-
lios so investors can better eval-
Retooling...
continued from pg. 8
continued on page 37
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Economic Update From
Wells Fargo Securities
Our “recovering” economy continues to roll ahead at a modest
pace, with some bumps looming in the road ahead. Friends at Wells
Fargo Securities (WFS) share with us some insights on the economy
today and in the months and year ahead.
First, some thoughts from Fed Chairman Bernanke:
• “The recovery in economic activity that began in the second
half of last year has continued at a moderate pace so far this year.”
• Momentum continues in consumer and capital spending.
• Restraints exist in housing activity, non-residential construc-
tion outlays and state and local budgets.
• The Fed expects real GDP to grow at a 3.5% annual pace in
2010 and at a somewhat faster pace in 2011.
WFS has similar ideas:
• WFS projects real GDP to grow at a 3.0% annual pace in
2010.
• They also project real GDP to grow at a 2.2% annual pace in
2011 as weak job growth and high unemployment will likely hold
down discretionary spending.
• Economic indicators continue to suggest a moderate recovery
is underway.
Details under the headlines (cited from WFS):
• Retail sales fell a disappointing 1.2% in May.
• Building materials fell 9.3% on the month, due to give-back
from stimulus-induced appliance spending and lower winter storm-
related spending.
• Gasoline and motor vehicle sales also fell in May.
• Core retail sales (which exclude autos, gasoline and building
materials) rose 0.1% in May, and are up 3.5% from a year ago.
• The nominal and real U.S. trade deficit for goods and servic-
es widened in April.
Employment - no change:
• Initial jobless claims remained stubbornly in the 450,000
range, falling by 3,000 to 456,000.
• Small business hiring was positive for the first time since
September 2008.
• Per WFS, the biggest obsta- continued on page 36
been relatively strong in the first
two quarters,” adds Dedeaux.
Plastipak Takes Another 65k Sq. Ft.  at Victorville
Industrial Complex
Plastipak Packaging Inc. leased 65k square feet of additional
industrial space in Victorville after signing a new eight-year, $2 mil
($0.32/sf/mo) deal with Stirling Capital Investments at Southern
California Logistics Centre (SCLC), a 2,500-acre commercial and
industrial complex. Plymouth, MI-based Plastipak inked an earlier
lease for 231.2k square feet at SCLC back in September 2009. The
company, a leading manufacturer of plastic packaging containers
for many of the world’s largest consumer product companies, will
expand its operation to manufacture and distribute plastic bottles
from its new SCLC facility.
Plastipak’s new space is located at 13415 Sabre, within the
newly constructed Distribution Centre 13A (DC13A), a Class A
state-of-the art industrial building. The facility is cross-docked and
features 32-foot clear height with ESFR sprinklers, 112 dock-high
loading doors, 147 truck trailer parking spaces and 164 automobile
parking spaces along with 185’ full concrete truck yards. The build-
ing recently received LEED gold certification for its sustainable
features which include: reduced-flow electronic valve restroom fix-
tures and drought-tolerant landscaping to reduce water use by 30
percent on indoor plumbing and 60 percent on landscaping. Energy
savings strategies include: three percent skylights with daylight
harvesting, improved building envelope and energy efficient HVAC
and lighting equipment.
The Plastipak building is part of Phase I development of SCLC
totaling more than 6.5 million sq. ft. of facilities. Two million sq. ft.
has been constructed to date. Southern California Logistics Centre
is master-planned for 60 million sq. ft. of commercial and industri-
al development.
This latest lease signed by Plastipak continues the success
SCLC had in 2009. This included: the sale of 55 acres to Dr. Pepper,
who recently completed the construction of an 850k sq. ft. bottling
plant at SCLA; securing a 6.3k sq. ft. lease with Fastenal Company
(NASDAQ: FAST) within the newly constructed Global Access
Business Centre, that consists of two Class A multi-tenant industri-
al buildings totaling 223.8k sq. ft.; securing a 55k sq. ft.  lease
renewal with Southern California Aviation, who occupies two
hangars on-airport in addition to their building; and completing
construction and achieving LEED Gold certification from the U.S.
Green Building Council (USGBC) on Distribution Centre 1 (DC1),
a 1 msf Class A industrial facility.
Jay Dick and Mark Latimer of CB Richard Ellis represented
Stirling Capital Investments.
In addition to Plastipak, a number of major corporations are
already located at Southern California Logistics Centre and in the
City of Victorville including: Newell Rubbermaid, Dr Pepper
Snapple Group, Inc., General Electric, Pratt & Whitney, FedEx,
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, M&M/Mars, ConAgra Foods
and Nutro Products, Inc.
DAUM Represents Landlord in the Leasing of 75,377 Sq. Ft.
of Industrial Space in Colton
DAUM Commercial Real Estate Services announced today that
it represented FML/Colton Partners, LLC (landlord) in the leasing
of 75,377 square feet of industrial space located in Colton.  C&M
Fine Pack, LLC (tenant), a global disposable food packaging sup-
plier, signed a 25-month lease for
Real Estate...
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trick, or rather, the talent comes
from the fact that Perich wrote
this in computer code. To prove
the point, he has included a copy
of the code in the packaging. You may not be able to read it. It is
reproduced in very tiny type. But you will get the point.
The composition is the code. Does this sound like a 21st cen-
tury version of “the media is the message?”  It probably should.
I mentioned the album “Switched on Bach.”  Since its release
back in the sixties, many forms of music have relied on the Moog
and other more advanced tone generating devices to make syn-
thesizes music. The computer, in converting the actual sounds,
has generated toe digital code to reproduce it.
Here that step is skipped as Perich has actually written the
code. Like the Moog machine of some 40 years ago, this may be
the first step in a new sound. Imagine if you could write the code
for more than just music. What if you could write code for the
sound of Caruso or Sinatra? Perhaps in another decade some 15-
year-old, up in his room, will write music indistinguishable from
a full orchestra and chorus or recreate some of the great rock
bands of the past few years.  We are talking about the possibility
of a Sgt. Pepper, Part 2,  return to “Watertown,” or  “Tommy, the
Revenge.”
Or—how about voice boxes for electronic devices? Not the
mechanical sound that we get today from computers and GPS
devices. What about pure and natural tones of a human being?
What about recreating the voice of a lost family member? The
imagination wanders and the mind boggles. This simple little
device may well be the start of new sounds. And so many of us
were just getting used to the current ones.
Kalaheo areas.   Waimea Canyon,
often called the Grand Canyon of
the Pacific where mountain goat
and wild boar roam, offers the hunter a memorable challenge.
Trout streams at Kokee State Park can satisfy the avid fly-caster
during a short summer season.
Lihue—Unmatched Scenic Beauty
On the north shore you can find the colorful town of Lihue
which is the commercial center of Kauai. Here you can take a fas-
cinating three-mile ride on one of the river launches on the Wailua
River, the only navigable waterway in Hawaii.  At the very end,
you disembark to explore the hauntingly beautiful and romantic
Fern Grotto.  This area has beautiful beaches, sugar and pineapple
fields and a variety of unusual churches.  The highlight here is the
incredible beauty of Hanalei Valley and Hanalei Bay.  Past Hanalei
and Haena Point is the unmatched beauty of the Na Pali Coast.
(This can be taken in with the helicopter ride that will even leave
you on a secluded beach for a very private picnic.) Boat trips are
also available along this spectacular coastline.
The south shore is equally as lovely. Kokee State Park is the
home of Waimea Canyon, (the Grand Canyon of the Pacific).  At
Kalalau Lookout view the awe-inspiring Na Pali Coast Valley,
whose emerald cliffs plunge 4,000 feet to the crashing surf below.
On the trip down from the park you can catch a glimpse of the pri-
vately-owned island of Nihau.  Menehune Ditch, Poipu Beach,
Hanapepe Valley, Captain Cook’s Landing, Spouting Horn,
Nawillwili Harbor and Menehune
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Company Name 2008 Gross Income: # of Employees: # of Offices: Year established Top 3 Clients Specialities Top Local Executive
Address Inland Empire Inland Empire Inland Empire Inland Empire Title
City, State, Zip Companywide Companywide Companywide Headquarters Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address
Dameron Communication 1,200,000 7 1 1987 The Art Institute of CA I.E., Advertising, Media, Public, Carl Dameron
1. 255 N. D Street, Ste. 303 San Bernardino CA Home Economics Education Government Relations Founder/Creative Director
San Bernardino, CA 92401 Foundation, La Salle Med. Associates (909) 888-0321/888-2331
carl@dameroncommunications.com
The Jones Agency $2,000,000 10 1 1958 Palm Springs, Air Museum Public Relations Kyle Radke
2. 303 N. Indian Canyon Dr. Palm Springs Canyon National Bank, Media, Sr. V.P./General Manager
Palm Springs, CA 92262 Desert Regional Med. Center Advertising (760) 325-1437/778-0320
kradke@jonesagency.com
Kiner Communications 1,700,000 16 1 1994 Fantasy Springs Resort Casino, Public Relations, Scott M. Kiner
3. 73101 Hwy. 111, Ste. 4 Palm Desert City of La Quinta, Strategic Marketing Plans, Media CEO 
Palm Desert, CA 92260 Palm Desert National Bank Planning & Creative/Graphic Svs. (760) 773-0290/773-1750
American Leak Detection scottk@kinercom.com
The Landon Agency WND 7 1 1991 Multicast Technologies Entertainment, Mark Landon
4. 2534 S. Pleasant Ave. Ontario Intermountain Mortgage Lifestyles President
Ontario, CA 91761 Virginia Resorts, Inc. (909) 986-7502/986-0712
mark@landonagency.com
O’Reilly Public Relations WND 18 1 2001 WND Government Relations, Patrick J. O’Reilly
5. 3403 Tenth St., #110 Riverside Media Relations President/CEO
Riverside, CA 92501 (951) 781-2240/781-0845
info@oreillypr.com
Perry Design & Advertising $250,000 5 1 1997 The Shoppes at Chino Hills, Branding Design, Janine Perry
6. 9431 Haven Ave, Ste.208 Rancho Cucamonga Kessler Alair Insurance, Media Plans/Radio/TV Partner
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 Terra Vista Town Center (909) 945-9500/980-6398
janine@perryadvertising.com
Publicity Unlimited WND 1 1 1993 Andalusia at Coral Mountain, Public Relations, Erika Z. Byrd
7. P.O. Box 724 La Quinta Contour Dermatology & Cosmetic Marketing President
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270 Surgery Center, (760) 776-9946/776-9956
The Patio Place erika@publicityunlimited.com
TMG Communications, Inc. $3,600,000 15 3 1989 General Electric, Lewis Planned Land Use Community Outreach, Aaron Knox
8. 7095 Indiana Ave., Ste. 120 20 Riverside Communities, Mojave WaterAgency Stakeholder Coalition Dev., President
Riverside, CA 92506 Grassroots Advocacy (951) 275-5800/275-5814
aaron@tmgonline.com
Westbound Communications $600,000 4 1 2008 SANBAG, AQMD, Public Affairs, Consumer Carrie Gilbreth
9. 4155 N. Golden Ave. $1,369,880 8 2 2003 Devry University Technology Sr. Vice President/General Mgr.
San Bernardino, CA 92404 San Bernardino (909) 886-8188/(714) 663-8181
cgilbreth@westboundcommunications.com
Kathleen McEntee & Associates, Ltd.N/A 3 2 2005 N/A Business Planning & Strategy, Kathleen McEntee
10. 54-613 Oak Hill 3 2 2005 Marketing, Sales, Business Development, President
La Quinta, CA 92253 Public Relations (760) 262-4080
kmcentee@kmcenteeassoc.com
A New Way...
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percent of the cost of their drugs
until they hit the catastrophic
coverage. Next year, in 2011, all
beneficiaries who enter the cov-
erage gap will get a 50 percent
discount for covered brand-
name Part D drugs, and by 2020
Part D program benefits will no
longer have a gap in coverage.
To get this check, you will
not need to take any action at all.
That means there is no need to
pass along any personal infor-
mation like bank account infor-
mation or your Medicare or
Social Security number to get
the $250 check. The rebate will
come in the form of a check
made out to you and it will be
mailed to the address Medicare
has on file. Medicare has all the
information it needs to mail the
check, so you don’t need to
respond to any phone calls ask-
ing for information. Any calls
you get are most likely scams.
If you have hit the coverage
gap, you should expect to get
your rebate check within about
45 days. This may be delayed
slightly if Medicare doesn’t get
timely information from your
Medicare drug plan showing
that you have actually reached
the coverage gap.
If you don’t get your rebate
check when you believe you
should, your first call should be
to your prescription drug plan to
ensure that it has sent the infor-
mation to Medicare. You may
also want to contact Social
Security to ensure that your cor-
rect address is on file, especially
if you have recently moved. If
you have not been able to get
satisfaction from your plan, you
should contact 1-800-
MEDICARE (1-800-633-4227)
to start the complaints process.
In some cases there may be a
discrepancy between you and
the plan as to whether you have
hit the coverage gap.
In addition to the rebate
check, the new mailing outlines
other benefits available under
the Affordable Care Act.
Beginning in 2011, Medicare
beneficiaries will get preventive
care services like colorectal can-
cer screening and mammograms
without cost-sharing, in addition
to an annual “wellness visit.”  
Currently, Medicare covers
a one-time preventive physical
exam within the first 12 months
after you enroll in Medicare Part
B. The exam includes a thor-
ough review of your health; edu-
cation and counseling about the
preventive services you need,
like certain screenings and
shots; and referrals for other
care. The “Welcome to
Medicare” physical exam is a
great way to get up-to-date on
important screenings and shots
and to talk with your doctor
about your family history and
how to stay healthy.
But, thanks to the
Affordable Care Act, beginning
in 2011, all Medicare beneficiar-
ies can receive a physical exam
every year, not just once.
The law also includes new
tools to help fight fraud by help-
ing Medicare crack down on
criminals who are seeking to
scam seniors and steal taxpayer
dollars.  CMS is reminding ben-
Making...
continued from pg. 12
continued on page 39
This month’s Membership Breakfast at the Romano’s
Macaroni Grill was a great success. Even though Pomona Valley
Habitat for Humanity is a member of the Montclair Chamber, as
the new interim manager of the Habitat ReStore located in
Montclair; this was my first time, and
I found everyone to be very welcom-
ing, and enthusiastic to meet a new
face. The breakfast was fun, informa-
tive, and teeming with networking
opportunities. We opened with intro-
ductions; a fundamental step for any-
one like me, who is new to the
Montclair business community. The
chamber was very pleased to
announce their newest member in
attendance, Brenda Hudson of
Ambiance Day Spa and Salon in the
Claremont Club. Next, Pat Rees was
announced as the ambassador of the month. Congratulations Pat!
The meeting was highlighted by our guest speaker, Mark Kinsey,
the general manager of the Monte Vista Water District. The pres-
entation featured the many chal- continued on page 39
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SBA Lenders Serving the Inland Empire
Ranked by loans funded ($Amount)  (Riverside & San Bernardino Counties)continued from page. 7
Company Name SBA Loans Number of SBA Types of Loans Offered: Types SBA Loans Funded: Number of Offices: Top Local Executive
Address Funded 05/09-04/10 Loans Funded 7A Intl. Loans Programs Inland Empire Title
City, State, Zip ($ Amount)* 05/09-04/10 504 Seas’l. Line of Cred. Companywide Phone/Fax
Contract Loan Prg. Small Loan Programs  E-Mail Address
Arrowhead Central CU $1,209,000 8 Yes No 25 Daniel Marciante
20. 421 N. Sierra Yes No 25 CFO/Vice President
San Bernardino, CA 92410 No Yes (800) 743-7228/(909) 383-7302
www.arrowheadcu.org
Wilshire State Bank $1,136,000 6 WND WND 2 Andrew Kim
21. 3200 Wilshire Blvd., Ste. 510 20 Exec. VP, SBA Dept. Manager
Los Angeles, CA 90010 (213) 637-9742/637-2767
Mission Oaks National Bank $925,000 5 Yes No 2 Steve Walden
22. 41530 Enterprise Circle South, Ste. 202 Yes Yes 4 Senior Vice President
Temecula, CA 92590 No No (951) 719-1235/719-1229
swalden@missionoaksbank.com
Sunrise Community Bank $675,000 2 Yes No 1 Stu Bailey
23. 41-990 Cook St., Ste. 701 Yes No 1 President
Palm Desert, CA 92211 Yes Yes (760) 346-6139/346-8670
www.sunrisecommunitybank.com
Citibank $358,000 1 Yes No 62 Michelle Doke
24. 320 N. Harbor Blvd., Ste. A Yes No 397 Senior Credit Officer
Fullerton, CA 92832 No No (626) 283-3510/(714) 525-9967
rudy.cabadas@citi.com
Citizens Business Bank $350,000 2 Yes Yes 12 Vince Gottuso
25. 701 N. Haven Ave. Yes No 43 SBA/Sr. Vice President/Manager
Ontario, CA 91764 Yes Yes (909) 483-7152/476-3268
sba@cbbank.com
Commerce Bank of Temecula Valley $300,000 2 No No 1 William Demmin
26. 25220 Hancock Ave., Ste. 140 No No 1 President/CEO
Murrieta, CA 92562 No Yes (951) 973-7400/973-7401
www.commercebanktv.com
City National Bank $260,000 2 Yes Yes 1 Breck Fleming
27. 3484 Central Ave. Yes Yes 62 Senior V.P./Comm. Bank
Riverside, CA 92506 No Yes (800) 722-5945/(213)673-8198
sbaloans@cnb.com
Inland Community Bank $260,000 2 Yes No 3 James Cooper
28. 3999 Inland Empire Blvd. Yes No 5 President/CEO
Ontario, CA 91764 No No (909) 481-8706/291-7599
www.icbank.com
Mirae Bank $257,000 1 Yes Yes 0 Henry Ha
29. 3255 Wilshire Blvd. Yes No 5 FVP, Manager
Los Angeles, CA 90010 No Yes (213)427-8890/427-1002
henry.ha@miraebank.com
Union Bank of California $205,000 6 Yes No 15 Janine Warren
30. 188 N. Euclid Ave. Yes No 250 Vice President
Upland, CA 91786 No No (909) 946-0551/739-7115
janine.warren@uboc.com
Fish Pond are all a part of the
delightful south shore. 
Where to Stay
There are many upscaled resorts and budget priced hotels
available on Kauai. Sheraton, Grand Hayatt Kauai and Westin
Princeville are all full-service deluxe properties. All have premier
golf courses, restaurants and many amenities to make for an unfor-
gettable holiday. Charming bed and breakfasts, condos and guest
cottages are also available. Something for everyone. Google for
the best deals for your preferred date and find what appeals to
you— sometimes, you can better the deal by calling the hotel
direct.  
How to Get There
American Airlines, and United Airlines are only two of many
airlines that offer daily scheduled non-stop service to Kauai the
Hawaiian Islands from LAX.
Camille Bounds is the travel editor for Inland Empire Business
Journal and the Western Division of Sunrise Publications. 
KAUAI...
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Montclair Chamber Member News
Matt Sahak
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• Who’s Who in Building Development
October
• Lawyers/Accountants-Who’s Who • Telecommunications • Internet Services
• HMO/PPO Enrollment Guide • Office Technology/Computers • Long Distance/Interconnect Firms
• Economic Development Temecula Valley • International Trade • Copiers/Fax/Business Equipment
• Financial Institutions (2nd Quarter, ‘10) • Holiday Party Planning • Private Aviation
November
• Retail Sales • Human Resources Guide • Commercial R.E. Development Projects
• Industrial Real Estate • Executive Gifts • Commercial R.E. Brokers
• Commercial R.E./Office Parks • Building and Development • Fastest Growing I.E. Companies
• Educational Services Directory • New Communities • Mortgage Companies
• Title Companies
December
• Financial Institutions (3rd Quarter, ’10) • Health Care • 2011 “Book of Lists”
• Top Ten Southern California Resorts • Professional Services Directory • Business Brokerage Firms
• Temporary Placement Agencies
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Talent. Eventually, you’ll have a
company in which everyone shares
the same general motivations and
values.”
People respect their leaders and each other. Almost all of us
have had at least one “bad boss” at some point or another—and
universally, it’s an experience we’d rather not repeat. So what
exactly makes someone a “bad boss?” Most often, it’s that for
whatever reason (playing favorites, poor communication, rude-
ness, a lack of integrity, etc.) he or she is not respected by team
members. In other words, this isn’t someone to whom employees
will ever lend their wholehearted support. 
“I can almost guarantee that when a company truly lives by its
values, its leaders will be respected,” Haley says. “Espoused val-
ues require leaders at all levels to be clear, consistent, credible,
and constructive. Plus, because living by core values breeds trust,
people know that their leaders—and indeed, all of their cowork-
ers—have their best interests at heart. It creates a work environ-
ment of mutual courtesy and respect.”
“In a turbulent environment of corporate fraud, scandal, and
economic difficulty, it’s tempting to hide behind a shield of cyni-
cism when core values are mentioned,” Haley concludes. “And
I’ll be the first to admit that the process of identifying your orga-
nization’s core values and then reorganizing everyone around
them isn’t easy. More than that, even, the job of focusing and
aligning behaviors with values never ends.
“Let me be clear, though—putting values over profit, num-
bers, and results is worth it. Alignment and accountability can
never be overrated, and they’ll see you through to the end.”
Figure out where a “course change” is in order. Creating a list
of core values can be exciting and refreshing; however, translat-
ing them from paper to people can be significantly more difficult
and uncomfortable. Your organization’s leaders need to consider
which of its policies and common practices are inconsistent with
the newly identified core values, and then determine what needs
to be done to reconcile them. This step might not be popular. It
may involve policy changes and overhauling processes…and it
may also mean identifying individuals who will not or cannot
uphold your values.
Are Values...
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inexorably for decades, total con-
sumer credit outstanding dropped
by an unprecedented $130 billion or
5% from September 2008 to March 2010.
Thus it does not take rocket science to explain that the combined
effects of falling asset values, slowed compensation growth, high
unemployment and debt pay-downs have made for a very disappoint-
ing retail environment. To be sure retail sales have bounced off the
bottom, but remember total retail sales in April were still 3.7% below
their November 2007 peak. This data certainly smells like there is
quite a bit of excess capacity in retailing.
Because so much of what is sold by retailers is imported, the
demand for coastal warehouse space will be less than ebullient. After
collapsing during the recession, imports are now growing, but at a
rate far slower than during the import boom of 2003-2007.
Furthermore west coast ports will face increased competition
from the Panama Canal where a major widening project is scheduled
to be completed in 2014. Simply put the ship-to-rail link to the
Midwest and east coast will be facing new competition through an all
ship link to the Atlantic and Gulf coasts via the Panama Canal. To be
sure the Panama Canal alternative is not without issues, but it does
offer shippers the opportunity to limit their dependence on west coast
ports.
Trust me, this not a forecast I want to be right about, but it is hard
to visualize anything but a long, hard slog ahead for the real estate
economy that will be eased by limited new supply. Indeed, much of
the recent strength in the overall economy has come from massive
doses of fiscal and monetary stimulus. In a nutshell, the economy is
highly medicated. Thus we won’t really understand the underlying
strength of the economy until the Fed ends its zero interest rate poli-
cy and the federal deficit drops from 11% of GDP to an optimistic 3%
of GDP. Nevertheless, it is a far cry from all of the gloom and doom
we heard about commercial real estate in 2009.
I would like to think we have learned a lot over the past few
years. One of the lessons that I have taken away from the experience
is that the Great Moderation of 1982-2007 is over and we are about
to enter a new world that is beyond the working experience of most
real estate professionals now in the field. My guess is that going for-
ward commercial real estate
The Outlook...
continued from pg. 28
continued on page 39
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Melman has a touch of magic
with good food, making money
and building an Italian restau-
rant chain named Maggiano’s
Little Italy.  I recently, along
with my wife, reviewed his
South Coast Plaza location in
Costa Mesa which is patterned
after a New York City place
called “Guido’s.”  The ambiance
appeals to everyone.....young
and old.....rich and middle-class,
as well as those who like any-
thing from pizza to filet of beef.
Maggiano’s has an East Coast
appeal -- high ceilings, dark
mahogany columns, and an old
vintage bar shipped from
Europe.  
This very, very busy place
has an inside carryout window
and a special “to go” menu.
Maggiano’s serves huge (no, not
huge, but rather massive)
Southern Italian dishes made to
please the masses.  The restau-
rant is very large and seats over
400, yet on the afternoon that
my wife and I arrived at 5 p.m.,
we witnessed every seat being
occupied by 5:20 p.m.  The bar
area in addition was filled by
5:45 p.m.  If, however, you are
in a real hurry,  try the “corner
bakery. ” It is a restaurant with-
in the restaurant and has a limit-
ed menu.  Background music
plays Frank Sinatra, Dean
Martin and other well-known
Italian singers.  The restaurant
has a great warm feeling.
Maggiano’s
has an enticing











food is carefully made from
scratch each day and the unique
and welcoming environment
purposely combines great serv-
ice and a distinct ambiance cul-
minating in a place you’ll want
to return to again and again.
Family-style service or individ-
ual entrees are
available....whichever you
choose, you’ll have plenty to
share and to take home.
The family-style menu is
served daily for four or more
persons and is price fixed at $25
per person.  A four-person offer-
ing (and remember the portions
are massive) includes your
choice of two appetizers, two
salads, two pastas, two entrees
and two desserts.  The lasagna is
huge and wonderful.  I had
enough leftovers for dinner for
the next two days.   I have listed
below just a few items from the
menu for your perusal.
Some items offered on the
menu are:  For appetizers:









B o m b a l i n a
Platter (an
assortment of
a p p e t i z e r s
i n c l u d i n g ,
mushrooms, crispy zucchini
fritte, brushetta, crispy onions
and spinach artichoke); Four
Cheese Ravioli (homemade
ravioli stuffed with ricotta
cheese, cream  cheese, moz-
zarella, and provolone filling
sprinkled with house cheese,
then browned in the oven and
served in pesto-alfredo cream
sauce with a touch of marinara);
Mushroom Ravioli al Forno
(ravioli stuffed with mush-
rooms, marsala wine, parmesan
cheese and baked with alfredo
sauce until golden brown).
Soups and Salads:  Caesar Salad
and Chopped Salad.
Pastas:  Linguine and Clams
with White Clam Sauce.
Steaks, Veals and Chops:  Italian
Port Roast.   Baked Specialties:
Mom’s Lasagna.   Little Italy
Favorites:  Chicken Cacciatore
(I claim this “Best of the best.”)
Chow!
South Coast Maggiano’s is
located at 3333 Bristol Street in
Costa Mesa.  Phone for reserva-
tions at (714) 546-9555.
Carryout phone number is (714)
546-9555.  The restaurant is
opened from Sunday to
Thursday from 11 a.m. to 10
p.m. and on Fridays and
Saturdays from 11 a.m. until 11
p.m.
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Certified Public Accountant Firms
Ranked by Number of CPA’s in the Inland Empirecontinued from page. 23
N/A = Not Applicable WND - Would not Disclose  na = not available. The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To the best of our knowledge the information supplied is accurate as of press time. While
every effort is made to ensure the accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O.
Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979. Copyright 2010 by IEBJ.
Company Name # CPA’s in I.E. Year # Offices in I.E. Industries and Specialities Top Local Executive
Address # Prtnrs in I.E. Founded # Offices in Co. Title
City/State/Zip Ttl. Emplys in  I.E. Headquarters Telephone/Fax
E-Mail Address
Reiss, Jackson, & Co. 5 1947 1 Tax, Estate Planning,  Financial Statements, Frederick Reiss
17. 164 W. Hospitality Ln., Ste. 6A 3 1 Business Consulting, Accounting, Managing Partner
San Bernardino, CA 92408 12 San Bernardino Full service, Litigation Support (909) 890-3533/890-3543
fred@reissjackson.com
Crabtree & Associates CPAs, LLP 4 1969 1 Tax & Estate Planning, Business Consulting, Gregory A. Seigler
18. 10020 Indiana Ave. Ste. 211 7 1 Agriculture Real Estate Development, Manufacturing President
Riverside, CA 92503 16 Riverside (951) 352-0255/352-8686
www.crabtreecpas.com
GYL Decauwer 4 1978 1 Small & Medium Sized Business Growth Wealth Management, Stephen C. Williams
19. 8577 Haven Ave., Ste. 306 5 2 Tax Planning, Business Succession Planning, Primary Industries, Managing Patner
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 19 Rancho Cucamonga Construction, Manufacturing, Distribution, (909) 948-9990/948-9633
Non-Profits, Restaurants, Dairy steve@gyldecauwer.com
Maryanov, Madsen, Gordon, & Campbell 4 1964 1 Professional, Hospitality, Taxation, Fraud, David Suss
20. 801 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Ste. 200 4 1 Construction, Business & Financial Planning, Estate Planning, Managing Partner
Palm Springs, CA 92262 18 Palm Springs Management Consulting, Business Valuation, (760) 320-6642/327-6854
Full Service CPA firm susscpa@mmgccpa.com
Blecker Burr, CPA 2 1992 1 Business Consulting & Growth Development, Richard Blecker
21. 3600 Lime St., Ste. 612 0 1 Tax Planning & Preparation, Partner
Riverside, CA 92501 5 Riverside Elder Care Services, Audits of Non-Profits (951) 781-6480/369-0788
richard@bleckerburrcpas.com
Business Management CPAs, Inc. 2 1997 1 Tax Return, Bookkeeping, Estate Planning Tim D’Attile
22. 901 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way,  Ste. A202 2 1 Managing Partner
Palm Springs, CA 92262 8 Palm Springs (760) 325-5095/325-6105
tim@bizmgmtcpas.com
Thrall, Lavanty, & Baseel, CPAs 2 1972 1 Retail, Construction, Manufacturing, Services and Professional, John Baseel
23. 700 N. Mountain Ave. 1 1 General Business Accounting and Individual, Business and Manager 
Upland, CA 91786 4 Upland Estate Tax Preparation and Planning. (909) 946-7760/949-4941
jbaseel@aol.com
cle for small business hiring contin-
ues to be access to credit.
Prices - inflation…or deflation?
• The CPI fell 0.1% in April, the first decline in more than a
year.
• The Core CPI (which excludes food and energy prices)
remained flat at 0.9%, a 44-year low!
• WFS projects CPI to fall again in May, led lower by energy
prices.
• Housing rental indexes have exerted downward pressure on
core prices.
• Goods prices continue to rise faster than service prices, but
the pace is slowing.
• Core goods prices are being pulled up by stronger global eco-
nomic growth, whereas weak domestic demand continues to restrain
core services prices.
• WFS projects that substantial slack in the economy should
continue to put downward pressure on core consumer prices.
What’s Happening With China?
• The $40.3 billion trade deficit incurred by the United States
in April was the largest monthly trade gap in more than a year.
• Chinese exports increased by 48% (vs. prior year) which con-
tributed to their $19.5 billion trade surplus in May.
• The U.S. bilateral trade deficit with China shrank from $268
billion in 2008 to $227 billion in 2009!
• Why? The deep U.S. recession caused the dollar value of
American imports from China to decline by 12% while U.S. exports
to China held steady.
• Now that the American econo- continued on page 39
Economic...
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Unit A at 1501 E. Cooley Drive.
Mark Zorn and Tal Siglar of
DAUM’s Inland Empire office rep-
resented Fontana Industrial Center, Inc. (landlord) in the transac-
tion.
C&M Fine Pack, LLC (tenant) was represented by Art Day and
Dan de la Paz of CB Richard Ellis.
The Shoppes at Chino Hills Has Signed a New Tenant, Color
Me Mine
Within three weeks of being under new ownership, The Shoppes
at Chino Hills, a 380,000-sq.-ft.,  open-air lifestyle center, has
signed a new tenant, ‘Color Me Mine,’ according to Glenn C.
Miller, marketing director for The Shoppes.
Color Me Mine is a unique store in which customers select from
among one of 400 items, including cups, interior décor and, dinner-
ware.  Each customer then paints the item with paint that is non-
toxic, lead-free, food-safe and dishwasher-safe.  After painting, the
items are fired in the kiln at Color Me Mine.
“Color Me Mine provides a fun family atmosphere, offers its
guests friendly customer service including tips for painting, and
allows them to create unique masterpieces,” explains Miller. 
“It is a great place to spend quality time with friends, children
or co-workers, to relax and be creative together.  Color Me Mine is
also an ideal location for birthday parties, showers, handprints,
fund-raisers, scouting and holiday gift-making,” he added.
Color Me Mine will occupy 1,154 square feet of studio space
and will be located in the Promenade.  It is scheduled to open its
doors later this year.
Real Estate...
continued from pg. 30
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uate and allocate their capital to
smart, rather than illusory,
growth.
Stop tying executive com-
pensation to quarterly earnings.
Wall Street’s pressure to demon-
strate higher earnings each quar-
ter stacks the deck in favor of
using short-term results to deter-
mine executive compensation.
CEO tenures at large public
companies now average less
than six years. “As touched on
above, CEOs are rarely around
to take responsibility for long-
term negative effects of short-
term decisions on which their
pay was based,” says Hess.   
Discourage companies from
creating “non-authentic” earn-
ings. The erroneous assumption
that business growth should be
continuous and linear pushes
companies to spend time,
money, and intellectual capital
creating “non-authentic” earn-
ings. What are “non-authentic”
earnings? They are the numbers
manufactured creatively by
accountants and investment
bankers from accounting elec-
tions, valuations, reserves, and




stuffing, and changes in credit
policies. In most cases these
earnings are legal—just inferior
in quality because they do not
represent the fundamentals of
the business that are important
for long-term, smart growth.
Greece and Lehman Brothers
have shown us that such “finan-
cial gaming” can also be used to
hide liabilities. Wall Street’s cre-
ativity obscures what is “real”
and champions form over sub-
stance.   
“Authentic earnings repre-
sent business the ‘old-fashioned
way’—the sale of more goods
and services on customary com-
mercial terms to more unrelated
customers in arms-length trans-
actions,” says Hess. “Authentic
earnings are higher quality indi-
cators of growth because they
represent information about the
underlying vitality, differentia-
tion, market acceptance, and
strength of the company’s cus-
tomer value proposition. Any
government intervention or
efforts by businesses that
encourage only short-term
growth resulting from non-
authentic earnings will not help
to raise the economy out of its
current malaise. In fact, they
may only result in the misalloca-
tion of capital away from oppor-
tunities for real growth and
innovation.”   
Place a renewed focus on
R&D. The way today’s system
functions, CEOs are routinely
forced to delay value-creation
projects, or to decrease impor-
tant discretionary spending in
areas such as R&D to meet
quarterly earnings targets. “All
of these factors impede real
growth, job creation, and eco-
nomic recovery,” says Hess.
“And keep in mind that these
issues don’t just affect the
nation’s heavy hitters. Smaller
companies also succumb to Wall
Street’s pressures to grow.
Would a CEO of a young job-
creating growth company go
public if he or she truly under-
stood that to do well as a public
company they are forced to get
on an unrealistic growth tread-
mill? Patient venture capitalists
would be a better funding alter-
native for them, but the pres-
sures to grow and expand Wall
Street-style are often too great
for up-and-coming business
owners to ignore.”
“Real growth and innova-
tion need enabling environ-
ments both in the capital mar-
kets and inside of companies,”
says Hess. “If we want more
jobs and more real growth, we
have to attack the short-term
mentality that dominates our
capital markets and we have to
make the earnings games trans-
parent.”
For additional information
see Professor Edward D. Hess’
Website at www.EDHLTD.com.
Retooling...
continued from pg. 29
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BARSTOW, CA 92311
ULTRA CHILLER
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1834 NOB HILL DR. 
RUNNING SPRINGS, CA
92382
continued on page. 40
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M A N A G E R ’ S  B O O K S H E L F
Best-selling Business Books
“Nice Teams Finish Last: The
Secret to Unleashing Your Team’s
Maximum Potential,” 
By Brian Cole Miller; Amacom,  New York, New
York; 2010; 208 pages; $17.95.
Here are the current top 10 best-selling books for business. The
list is compiled based on information received from retail book-
stores throughout the U.S.A.
1. “How the Mighty Fall: And Why Some Companies Never Give
In,” by Jim Collins (HarperCollins...$23.95)(2)
Why companies that fail usually die of self-inflicted wounds.
2. “Crisis Economics: A Crash Course in the Future of Finance,”
by Nouriel Roubini and Stephen Mihm (Penguin Group…$27.95)(3)
The prominent economist who saw the financial crash coming.
3. “Too Big to Fail: The Inside Story of How Wall Street and
Washington Fought to Save the Financial Systems - and
Themselves” (Penguin Group…$32.95)(4)
Does the size of a failing company dictate government rescue?
4. “The Big Short: Inside the Doomsday Machine,” by Michael
Lewis;(W.W. Norton…$27.95)(5)
The reality behind The Great Recession. 
5. “SuperFreakonomics: Global Cooling, Patriotic Prostitutes,
and Why Suicide Bombers Should Buy Life Insurance,” by Steve
D. Levitt & Stephen J. Dubner (HarperCollins…$29.99)(4)
The author of “Freakonomics” strikes again.
6. “The Sellout: How Three Decades of Wall Street Greed and
Government Mismanagement Destroyed the Global Financial
System,” by Charles Gasparino (HarperCollins…$27.99)(6)
How greed and incompetence brought the financial system down.
7. “Drive: The Surprising Truth about What Motivates Us,” by
Daniel H. Pink” (Penguin Group…$26.95)(**) 
What you thought you knew about motivation may be wrong.
8. “Strengths Finder 2.0: A New and Updated Edition of the
Online Test from Gallup’s Now, Discover Your Strengths,” by
Tom Rath (Gallup Press…$22.95)(7)
Discover your strengths and integrate them with your career. 
9. “Outliers: The Story of Success,” by Malcolm Gladwell (Little
Brown & CO…$27.99)(8)
Why the cause of success can be linked to where you were born.
10. “Linchpin: Are You Indispensable?,” by Seth Godin; (Penguin
Group…$25.95)(9)
Surviving hard times requires a more proactive approach.
____________________
*(1) -- Indicates a book’s previous position on the list.
** -- Indicates a book’s first appearance on the list.
Whether you’re in the busi-
ness world or the government
sector, there’s no doubt that
more emphasis than ever is
being placed on teams.
Sometimes a team is intra-
departmental, and sometimes
it’s not. In some cases the team
may even be inter-company and
governed by contracts and non-
disclosure agreements.
Although the number of inter-
company teams is growing,
their pace of growth is far




Author Brian Cole Miller, a
respected subject matter expert
in the field of team building,
uses the opportunity in his book
“Nice Teams Finish Last” to
address the issue of team effec-
tiveness with companies and
government bureaus. His point
is that most people misunder-
stand the role and purpose of a
team and the collaboration
team members need to achieve
in order to be effective. Miller
fires his first salvo against
“nice” teams early in the book:
“When you’re NICE, peo-
ple get along. No one fights.
None has hurt feelings.
Everyone is happy. Everyone
belongs. And in the end, you
get to sit in a circle holdings
hands with the other NICE peo-
ple and sing “Kumbaya…. The
problem is that it’s just not
true…. That’s because NICE
gets in the way of radical inno-
vation, phenomenal customer
services, and incredible operat-
ing efficiency.”
Miller points out that the
opposite of “niceness” isn’t
“meanness,” it’s “fierceness.”
A fierce team differs from a
nice team in that its members
put little or no value at all on
interpersonal skills. The result
is that the kittens that populate
a “nice team” are changed into
the highly territorial tigers that
populate a “fierce team.” The
bottom line is that a fierce team
may not be any more effective
in achieving the goals that
brought them together than the
nice team. As the author puts it,
“The very things that FIERCE
team members seek are the
things that elude them as they
play too FIERCELY together.”
The solution to resolving
the push and pull of NICE and
FIERCE, according to Miller, is
a sweet spot that exists between
these opposite poles of ineffec-
tive team operational tech-
niques. He calls it the BOLD
team, and it strikes a balance
between “nice” and “fierce”
that isn’t easy to achieve. The
author describes a bold team,
this way:
“BOLD teams realize that
it’s not just what they do that’s
important. It’s how they do it,
too. What they do gives them
the short-term success. How
they do it sets them up for
future success, through growth
and development. BOLD team
members won’t sacrifice an
investment in the long run for a
short-term win. The what and
how are interdependent. BOLD
teams can’t excel in one area
without being mindful of the
other. The team’s accomplish-
ments are greater when mem-
bers tend to teach other’s needs.
Their relationships are stronger
when they tend to the task….
BOLD teams effectively move
past the forming and storming
stages of team development
into norming, and even on to
performing.”
Miller does an excellent job
of pulling together all the per-
sonality types commonly found
in an organization and points
out how they can be encour-
aged to work together without
submerging the combined val-
ues of their knowledge, skills,
and personalities. His book is
as much “how-to” achieve this
difficult goal as it is “what-to-
do.” Miller, himself, points out
what may be the most difficult
chore for the person who is to
lead this team out of the rut of
NICE and away from self-
defeating FIERCE to the high
ground of BOLD. 
“Nice Teams Finish Last”
most certainly offers an excel-
lent road map to achieve effec-
tive team collaboration and
results, but it’s going to take a
lot more patience than some
business executives and organi-




every rift in families can usually
be traced back to one person’s
failure to take responsibility for
his or her part in a problem, or
its solution.
Taking responsibility for
your life and your actions is the
foundation that must be estab-
lished before beginning to take
on the proximal responsibility of
helping others. As a result, you
will gain the skills necessary to
take on greater social responsi-
bility.
This is how responsibility
works. This is how successful
organizations work, when they
do work.
For more information visit
www.danitajohnsonhughes.com,
or e-mail her at danitahugh-
es@edgewatersystems.org.
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www.BergmanWindowWashing.com
Three Rings...
continued from pg. 16
demand will be growing more
slowly and that it will be more
cyclical. As a result investors
could very well find it difficult
to exceed the long-run 7-9%
total returns for unleveraged real
estate reported by the National
Conference of Real Estate
Investment Fiduciaries.
The Outlook...
continued from pg. 34
was appraised at a value of $2.5
million.  Jeff Allred, city manag-
er, said that when the city held a
competitive bid process for the
purchase of the hotel, of seven
offers, many were over the
appraised value.  Currently,
Qiao Garden Group is negotiat-
ing a price around what the city
had originally paid at $4.4 mil-
lion.
Investors can see the poten-
tial this hotel has for the future.
Jeff Allred said, “I think the
property is attractive to the
development community
because of its proximity to the
highway.”
Rosemead...
continued from pg. 5
my is in recovery mode, imports
are starting to grow again.
• U.S. imports from China
(Jan-Apr) were up 14% relative
to 2009, and the bilateral trade
deficit is widening again.
What Can We Do About the
Trade Deficit?
• America runs a trade
deficit because it saves “too lit-
tle” while China has trade sur-
pluses because it saves “too
much.”
• U.S. policymakers can-
not encourage lower savings in
China, but they could imple-
ment policies that would
increase the low national sav-
ings rate in the United States.
• Unfortunately we live in
a political society where it is dif-
ficult to build political support
for policies that would involve
pain.
• WFS says to watch for
rhetoric about the U.S.-Sino
trade deficit to escalate in the
months ahead.
• So fasten your seat-
belts....it looks like the bumpy
road may be with us for a while.
The best way to keep up is to
keep informed...so stay tuned. 
Economic...
continued from pg. 36
eficiaries, their families and
caregivers to be on the alert for
any scams asking for personal
information.  CMS has learned
from implementing previous
major pieces of health reform
legislation, like Medicare Part D
that unfortunately new opportu-
nities for Medicare beneficiaries
also bring new opportunities for
Making...
continued from pg. 32
scam artists to try and defraud
seniors.
Because Medicare is a trust-
ed resource for beneficiaries and
their family members, the mail-
ing encourages them to log on to
www.medicare.gov or call 1-
800-MEDICARE, which is 1-
800-633-4227, to get their ques-
tions about Medicare or the
Affordable Care Act answered. 
can’t get in touch with one of
your contacts. 
4. Think outside the box.
To learn more about potential
hires, it’s not uncommon for
employers to seek out additional
contacts, either online or
through their own networks,
who can serve as a reference.
Since you never know who a
hiring manager might reach out
to, you should not only remain
on good terms with your past
supervisors and colleagues, if
possible, but also be selective
about who’s in your online net-
work on sites such as LinkedIn.
5. Give thanks. Express
your gratitude to those who
agree to serve as references,
even if they aren’t contacted by
employers. Keep them updated
on your job search progress and
offer to return the favor by pro-
viding a recommendation
should they need one.
Reference...
continued from pg. 12
lenges and many successes
facing our local and state
water supply. We finished up
the meeting with an exciting
raffle drawing. 
Thank you to everyone in
attendance for being so wel-
coming to me, and the Pomona




Habitat for Humanity ReStore
Montclair...
continued from pg. 33
grow and drive our economy
forward.   
Echols currently serves as
director of the Northern
California chapter of the U.S.
Green Building Council, where
she focuses on developing pub-
lic policy and forging alliances
to support green jobs, and fur-
thers the development of one of
the nation’s fastest growing
non-profits.  Previously, she co-




ing the Obama-Biden Transition
Project, and served as director
of policy for nearly four years at
Google, where she managed the
development and implementa-
tion of global policies for
Google’s consumer and busi-
ness products.
Echols worked on Internet
and telecommunications issues
at the White House and the
Department of Commerce under
President Bill Clinton and Vice
President Al Gore.  She earned a
bachelor’s degree from Yale and
a J.D. from Stanford Law
School.
Echols will oversee 120
employees in 12 offices, includ-
ing the California district offices
in Sacramento, San Francisco,
Fresno, Santa Ana, San Diego,
and Los Angeles; as well as
offices in Las Vegas and Reno,
Nevada; Tucson and Phoenix,
Arizona; Honolulu, Hawaii; and
Hagatna, Guam.  SBA has sup-
ported more than 11,000
Recovery loans in Region IX,
worth nearly $6 billion.
Executive...
continued from pg. 14
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29548 HOOK CREEK RD.














1374 W FOOTHILL BLVD. 
STE. B 
RIALTO, CA 92376




















APPLE VALLEY, CA 92307
GREENLINE VAN LINES













CHINO HILLS, CA 91709
IMPALA TIRES
13148 MONROVIA ST. 
HESPERIA, CA 92344
INFINITY CASKETS MNF




5050 PALO VERDE ST.
STE. 209 
MONTCLAIR, CA 91763
J & J TIE DYE




JP SMOG TEST ONLY
STATION
1465 E. PHILADELPHIA ST.
ONTARIO, CA 91761









373 E. FOOTHILL BLVD.
UPLAND, CA 91786-3972
MAKEUP MAFIA


















3316 N LEROY ST.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92404
MODERN HAIR & NAILS










55536 SANTA FE TRAL
STE. D 









LOMA LINDA, CA 92354
MULTY SERVICE EL
CAJON #2




























22163 POWHATAN RD. 
STE.  A






















BIG BEAR CITY, CA 92314
RIVERSTONE FINANCE
PRESS
11105 PACIFIC ST. 






ST. MINA AUTO SALES






















SALON, SPA AND BARBER














































13489 GRAYSTONE LN. 
VICTORVILLE, CA 92394
CE ELECTRIC SERVICES
26017 HOLLY VISTA BLVD.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92404
CHRIS’ LAWN AND YARD
CARE




7121 TOPAZ ST. 
ALTA LOMA, CA 91701
DART CLEANING 
SERVICES
41860 PARK AVE. 
BIG BEAR LAKE, CA 92315
DR. JEFF SKIN CARE













19210 OSCEOLA RD. 
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92307
FABULOUS FINDS
25682 BARTON RD. 







729 W HAWTHORNE ST.
BLOOMINGTON, CA 92316
GEIGER SUPPLY, INC.
41871 GARSTIN RD. 
BIG BEAR LAKE, CA 92315
GRAND PA'S HANDY
SERVICE
14946 RODEO ST. 
HESPERIA, CA 92345
H&R BLOCK
1051 E. MAIN ST.
BARSTOW, CA 92311
HELPING HAND
















13925 CITY CENTER DR. 
STE. 200 
CHINO HILLS, CA 91709
JEWELRY BY JANEL
12568 5TH ST. 
YUCAIPA, CA 92399
JORDAN CARPET CARE
















15103 KINAI RD. 
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92307
LONG LIFE









OAK HILLS, CA 92344
MRA ENTERPRISES
25590 PROSPECT AVE.
LOMA LINDA, CA 92354
NAIRDA MUSIC 
MINISTRIES




STE. F 112 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
PARTY'S ON A WHIM
16816 MESA OAK AVE.
CHINO HILLS, CA 91709
PERFORMANCE POWDER
COATING
22163 POWHATAN RD. 
STE.. A
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92308
July 2010
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